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General

Introduction

The ALSCC was identified as early as 1967 as a
scientific aid in the Apollo lunar exploration

potenti~l

pro~am.

In November of 1968, attention was again called to the camera
by Dr. Edwin Land, Chairman of the Presidential Scientific AdVisory
Committee (PSAC), in a conversation with Eastman Kodak Company
management.
A PSAC meeting at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston Texas,
and a briefing by procurement and technical personnel at MSC reau1ttng
in receipt by Kodak of a request for proposal

fo~

a close up stereo

camera to support the Apollo 11 mission to the luna.r surface.
As the rnagni tude of restraints in the software forwa.rded by
NASA negated any possibility of completing delivery within the
required schedule, Kodak responded with a no-bid.
At a subsequent meeting arranged by Dr. George Mueller, NASA
Headquarters, Dr. Mueller issued a personal plea to Kodak management
to become involved with the ALSCC. He stated that NASA would
cooperate in every way to establish a contractual arrangement
satisfactory to both NASA and Kodak which would eliminate all

J

j

unnecessary software and monitoring constraints that allowed the planned
effort to fall within existing procurement laws.

1
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A meeting was scheduled to be held in Washington D.C., to be
attended by both NASA, MSC, and Kodak technical, quality assuranoe,
and procurement personnel.

Both NASA and Kodak personnel were pledged

to approach the meeting with a spirit of compromise to accomplish the
somewhat unconventional task assigned.

1
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SECTION II
CONTRACT AND SPECIFICATIONS

J
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Contract and Specifications
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Existing specifications for the Apollo Lunar Surface Close-up
Camera were origina.l ly a m1xtu:ra 6f technical requirements and
software boiler plate which predicated a standard NASA procurement.
Many criteria were incorrectly or not fully defined.

Many document

references were in error and in sene instances not applicable.
A sincere effort was made by Kodak and NASA to establish a

l

mutually acceptable baseline specification, work statement and delivery

1

both parties.

schedule which would be meaningful in content and which would protect

nothing

One

ground rule followed was tha.t if software satisfied

~ut

protocol and did not affect hardware performance, consideration

was msde to eliminate the requirement.

I

It was also agreed that if Kodak already was working with
existing documented procedures Which equalled or met the intent of
NASA documentation, the Koda.k software would be approved for use.
Consequently, after considerable discussion, none of the b~.sic NASA
control documents such as NPC 200-1, NPC 200-2, NPC 200-3, NPC 250-1

]

or NPC 200-4 were imposed.
Resulting contractual software was minimal but, however, adequate
to control the ALSCC procurement.

J

Many inadvertent omissions were

later corrected by mutual agreement between MSC and Kodak.

These

ba.sioally consisted of support for briefings of flight crews, unknown

-5-
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equipment check out functions, special tests and interface meetings.
The quality assurance and relia.bili ty representatiVes from
MSC were especially cooperative in reviewing and eliminating
documentation not felt to be essentialo

J
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J
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1

Negotiation

The negotiation for the ALSCC procurement was performed in
Rochester 1n late December 1966.
The estimate prepared by Kodak for the negotiation was based

]
j

1
]

J
]
J

J
]

upon predicted parts count total, number of drawings and the number of
average hours required per skill category to accomplish identified
tasks.

Reliability and quality assurance estimates were prepared

from work statement requirements and a percentage of effort based upon
previously established Koda.k data.

Part fabrication cost estimates

were based upon statistical information from previous Kodak efforta.
Material cost estimates were determined from the best knowledge then
available as to the use of parts and components.
The estimate did not make adequate

allo~mnce

for the additional

costs to obtain fabrication parts and material in the very short time
span to meet delivery requirements.
The negotiation was not as satisfactory as would be desired.
Kodak did not have the opportunity to prepare suitable back up detail,
nor did the estimate justify this preparation.

MSC procurement was

not extremely receptive to this type of a proposal and were justly
somewhat suspicious of the presentation.

MSC procurement was also

constrained by a very unrealistic budget figure which was

40

to

50%

less than the Kodak estimate.
A contract price and best efforts contract schedule,

J
J

establishing milestones of progress, was arrived at just prior to
the Christmas holidays.

-8-
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SECTION IV
SCHEDULES
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The echedules established for the ALSCC could well be defined
as

"impossible~.

Normal procurement lead time for a

article would be from fourteen to eighteen months.

~ualified

flight

To arrive at the

original schedule, which was ultimately incorporated into the contract,
the time between January 1 and June 10, 1969 was arbitrarily divided

]

into percentages of time representing milestones needed to be
accomplished.

This was actually s tarted backwards from the delivery

]

date then

J

Qualification complete, Prototype fabrication complete, Design Review

times.

allo~ng

for test; assembly and parts fabrication l ead

other critical milestones were Stowage Simulator delivery,

and the Concept Review.

J

J
J

J
J

J

Intermediate scheduling was also performed at Kodak to establish
milestones for Concept layouts complete, Prototype drawings release
and production drawings rel ease.
Comparison of major established milestones and accomplishment
dates are as follows'
Milestone

Contract Date

Compl etion Date

Contract Start

January 3

Concept Review

January 17

January 27

Concept mock up

January 17

January 27

Concept mock up #2

Not Schedul9d

February 3

Prototype (Engi neering)

March 13

March 8

Cri tical Design Review

March 13

March

-10-
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J

]

Contract Date

Co!,!!Eletion Date

stowage Simulator Ill

April 1

April 1

112

April 1

May 22

Training Unit Ill

May 10

May'

Training Unit #2

May 25

May 21

Qual Model

MayS

May 18

Qual Complete

June 10

J\Ule 16

Flight l l

June 10

June 6

#'2

June 10

June 6

13

August 18

July 31

14

August 18

July 31

115

October 18

October 22

#6

October 18

October 22

1

Special Training Unit#

July 1

May

Spare Cassettes

May 23

Partial - May 21
Partial - May 31

J

Training Unit IJ

October 19

October 7

Training Unit 14

October 19

October 7

J

Milestone
Stowage Simulator

1

J

J

31

It should also be remembered that the changes requested by
the astronauts, which were relayed to Rochester on September 2, 1969,

J
J

were reduced to design and incorporated in all deliverable units
including the training models.

This modification, of course, did not

include Flight Model 11 which is now on t he Sea of Tranquility on the
moon.

J
J

J
J
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Reliability

1.0 GENERAL
Because of the very short time schedule for this project it was
agreed at its inception that the Eastman Kodak Company would make use
of its own reliabili ty program resources rather than adhering to the
normal NASA documents governing the opere.tion of a reliability program.
In implementing a reliability program for the ALSCC, the Eastman Kodak

]

]

Company's normal reliability program procedures were deviated from
in that t he Reliability Administr&tor reported to the Program M Program
r~er

and was jointly responsible to the Product Evaluation Group

Program Manager for the implementation of the ALSCC Reliability Program
Plan.

J

The Reliability Administrator was also resp&nsible for the design

of part of the ALSCC.
Early in the Program each design engineer was impressed with
the importance of reliability in the design and that part of his

]

J

J

responsibility was the implementation of the reliability program in his
area of design.

This resulted in tne design engineers working as

reliability engineers under the guidance of the Reliability Administrator
in the capacities of design review and failure analysis, as well as design
engineers.
In addition, the Reliability Program made use of technical

J

specialists in otber reliability groups and extensive use of the Eastman

]

KOdak Company Reliability Parte and Materials Engineering Groupo

]
-13-
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The ALSCC that was used in the Qualification Test, the Qualification Model,
had no significant deviations from the production design and was in
excellent running condition even after the completion of the Qualification
Test.
2 .o RELIABILITY PROORAM PLAN
The Apollo Lunar Surface Close-Up Camera Reliability Program

J

Plan was prepared and it was submitted to NASA on 5 March 1969.

l
l

At the CDR, NASA made the following comments on the Plan:

(1) The Plan

did not state when the failure reporting and failure analysis program
would start and (2) NASA wanted copies of EK failure reports and failure
analyses.
The failure reporting and failure analysis program officially
started on the Qualification Model although it actually started on the
Engineering Prototype.

NASA has received cooies of all of the reportable

]

failure reports and failure analyses as part of the data pack for the

1

of the non-reportable failure reports and failure analyses and has been

appropriate delivered model.

NASA has also received copies of many

informed of and has reviewed all of the failure reports and failure
analyses that have occurred on the Program.

J

J
J

3.0 CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW MEETIOO - APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE CLOOE-UP CAHERA
(AISCC)
The ALSCC Critical Design Review Meeting was held on 14 March

1969 at the Elmgrove Facilities of the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
New York.

The detailed meeting coverage is contained in M-000264-KU.

The Critical Design Review Report was transmitted to NASA on March 24, 1969.

J

l

-14-
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Twelve NASA personnel attended the CDR and on March 27, 1969, the

l

Eastman Kodak Company received a list of comments and recommendations

1

these had been included in the CDR Report M-000264-KU.

oanpiled by the NASA personnel interested in crew operations. Many of

1
J

l

carefully reviewed all of the items brought out at the CDR as well as
the recommendations submitted by NASA.

appropriate action for aJ.l of EK Co's open i terns.

31, 1969, Program M
It was transmitted

NASA on L/1/69.
On April 9,

l

On March

issued a Report M-000325-KU responding to the CDR Report indicating

to

1

Project M

1969 Eastman Kodak Company received letter

BG931/Ll22/T86 from NASA approving the completion of the CDR milestone
with the following stipulations:
1.

The Parts Qualification Status List is a Type II
document and should be submitted to MSC for a fonnal
review within 30 days after the design review.
(It i s recommended that MSC Reliability review this).

J
l

The first issue of the Parts Qualification Status List
was actually submitted as part of the CDR Data Pack.
2.

obligation to report the failures to MSC within

J

48 hours of occurrence.
in Section 6.0 Failure

).

J

J

l
1

The contractor should be reminded that he has a contract

(Reportable failures as defined

Rel)ortB and: Ana..lyeea\ NAs-9-9094).

This report does not mention the fact that the MSC
Reliability Organization requested that the contractor
submit the qualification test plan and the qualification
test report for review.

-15-
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4.0

PARTS QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST
A Parte Qualification Status List was established and

maintained for

Prog~am

M.

It was a list of all of the purchased parts

and materials used on the Program.

l
l
1

]

approved by the Eastman Kodak Reliability Parts and Materials
Engineering Group.

The date of that approval at KOdak is indicated in

the List.
The List was placed under DCO control and up to date copies
were transmitted to NASA as they were issued.

Also included in this submission were copies of appropriate EK Co.
There were four revisions to the List,

the last being revision D dated 7/29/69.

J

The first issue of the

List was submitted to NASA a.s part of the Data Pa.c k for the CDR meeting.

Specification Control Drawings.

l

These parts and materials were all

Several individual parts

approval requests were suttnitted to and responded to by NASA, however,
NASA has not yet a.p proved the AI.SCC qualified parts list even though
Flight I ha.s been qualified by successfully completing an Apollo Mission.

J

5.0 QUALIFICATION TESTING

J

2503-101 were prepared and they were transmitted to NASA for review on

The Qualification 1est Procedure and Report data sheets

5 May 1969.
6/20/69.

The Qualification Test was conducted fran 5/20/69 to

The raw data resulting from the test was reviewed and found to

be acceptable by NASA representatives on 10 June 1969.

The Qualification

Test Report was formally submitted to NASA on 7 July 1969.

j

The Qualification Test Report includes an additional qualification level

]

vibration test performed on 11 June 1969 at NASA's request to qualify
the design change made to the cable connecting the cover to the camera.

J
j
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In addition to the EK Co. Qualification Test, the Qualification

model was

s~nt

to White Sands, New Mexico where it underwent additional

overstress and life testing at extended temperature extremes.
For CCN6 a dust cover was added to the bottom of the
skirt of the ALSCC.

J
J

It is held in pleoe by velcro tape.

In order to

make sure that it would survive latmch vibration and the lunar descent
environment, the Qualification model, with a duet cover on it was
subjected to another Qualification level vibration test on 9/18/69.
The cover successfully passed the test.

6. 0 FA I LURE

1

]
J

]

l
J
J

A failure is defined as z A condition that would prevent the
item being tested from passing inspection (e.g. a fracture, loose fastener,
damaged insulation) or a parameter that has been observed or measured
to be outside of previously defined limits that are based on the
technical specification requirementa.

I

A reportable failure is a failure

that occurs to a deliverable ALSCC and the Qualification model during
its E.K. Co. Acceptance Test and/or Oualificstion Test.

(Qualification

model only).
Forty-Two failures hs.ve been recorded on Program M.
·24 are reportable failures.
analyzed.

or

these

All of the reportable failures have been

All but one (M-0012) of the non-reportable failures have

been analyzed.
prototype.

J

REP~TS AND ANA LYSES

M-0012 happened late in the test life of' the engineering

M-0012 was a failure of the P-1 unit to flash at 25•F.

A similar condition occurred in M-0008 and it was noted that one of the
factors contributing to the condition was a deformed delrin star wheel.

-17-
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1

l

The star wheel was changed to VESPEL on all unite except P-1.
this contributed to the cause of failure M-0012.

Possibly

One of the other

non-reportable failures M-0006 has not been formally documented although
it was analyzed and appropriate corrective action taken.
concerned Sunbeam motor

S/N 604.

During vacuum run-in at Ball Brothers

Research Corp., the motor stopped and would not restart.
taken to Sunbeam for analysis.

Failure M-0006
The motor was

It was found that one of the leads from

an armature coil to a commutator segment was broken. · Upon closer
examination it was found that there was a burr in the commutator slot
and the cross-section of the wire at the break was much smaller than
the full cross sectional area of the wire.

Sunbeam agreed to inspect

the condition of the commutator slots and the crimped wire more carefully
on future units.

Another non-reportable failure M-0010 was documented

in a failure analysis to EK Co. from a subcontractor.

J
J
J

corrective action was taken.

Appropriate

In failure M•OOlO, during qualification

vibration of the Light Source at the subcontractors facility, the upper
left mounting insert came loose.

The failure consisted of a fracture

of the potting ma.t erial supporting the insert.

The design of the insert

was changed, making the insert longer and providing a

11

headtt on the end

in the potting to obtain a more favorable stress distribution within
the potting material.

]

]

The potting compound was also modified to provide

greater ul tima.t e elongation.

The trigger module w1 th these changes

passed the "qual", level vibration in S/N 0005 on 5/8/69.

J

J
J
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The reportable failures are as follower
M-0007

M-0018

M-0022

M-0027

M-00)5

M-0039

M-OOl.L

M-0019

M-002)

M-0028

M-00)6

M-octo

M-0016

M-0020

M-0025

M-0029

M-0037

M-Odll

fo!-0017

H-0021

M-0026

M-00)4

M-(){)38

M~2

Copies of all the recorded failure reports and

ana~ses

follow.

For all of the reportable failures, the corrective action along with the
DC0 1 s that implemented it, when required, are indieated at the bottom

l

of the analysts form.
There are three design changes that were initiated by the

J

Eastman Kodak Company and implemented on all delivered hardware to

]

optimize the design of the ALSCC but which were not really required

1

l
]

because of performance outside of design . speoifications.

The first of

these was the change in the design of the cabling between the cover and
the camera to make the wires less susceptible to having their insulation
scraped off (failures M-0018 and M-0020).

The second was the removal of

Cl from the light sources (failure M-0036) to eliminate undesirable
and possibly damaging voltage spikes from the base of Ql.

The third was

the design change to the trigger circuitry to eliminate the possibility

J
J

of multiple triggering and unwinding the shutter spring (failure M-OOUO).

1

J
J

l
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PAIL~

CAUSE

4

ANAl.'ISIS (CON'l'INUED}

.

0~ ~AILURI {CONT!~)t

'1'he capacitor Cl shunting the ?.S Mg. realator c.tten a lGw
1Jilpedanae path into the baM in\)ut ot Ql tor any Yoltage transient
which may be preaent on' the reculator teed back iapwt lial. !be C)
bJI)asa caJ)&citor turther caapouade the probl. . by alumti.Dg R6. '1'he
circuit aa 1hovn has no C'll!'ftDt ltmi ting reailtanee in Hriel vi tb
the Ql, Q2 traneletor for Yoltap trenaient.e vt\1ch •7 appeal- on
the tee4 back liM. '!'be m&G eng1n,.er1ng peracmael agreed o~ the
undeairable aspect of Cl in tbe circuit. •• abown.
t.

6. The toUowing tranaiatorat
Ql 2112484

2tr2464
Q3 2112484
Q2

Blf0362
SlfO)S?

SROl6h

which were !'Bloved fr011 Light Sovoe SlfOOOlh wre bind oarriec:l ba.ak
to Eastman Kodak CcmpllV tor analysis (a.tter a~ia ot Q1 and Q2
as part ot a circuit induced taUure by a local lab tat" BO&G). •

l

l

1.

The Relbb111t)' Parte and Materials !ncineering Gl'Oup (ft. Patrie)
exuained Ql and Q2 and took piot.urea ot tba thJ"ouah a 111croeoope
v1 th approximatel)' lOOX aagnl.tication. Theft vaa no endenoe ot burnln8
or degra4ation ot the chip due to heat. Both leadll on Q2 .nd one leld
on Ql had been broken ott meohanioall)' in the analyeia etrort. The
trma1etoft looked •• though the cane hacl been 1 • •Nd on ..a lathe.

8.

The

9.

Ql vu alao probed with tina v1rea and 11.80 showed a gain ot approximately
uOO vith SV D.C. and one Jld.lliaapeJ"'t of aUI'Nilt, collector to e11itter.

10.

took tMo fine virea about .001• dia. mel con~ the chip
~ Q2 vith the wire• where tho leada had ~-. !he" vt~e nre
connected to a curve trace!'. With Sf D.C. and 1 Jllilliupert ot
Cllrl'eftt, collector to emtt.er, the tranetator lhowcl • gain (8)
ot 400. This wu with the oan ott and owrbead tlONeoent Upte on.
Minbrum specitied .,.B ie 2~. The ohip .tlowd no d.grad&tian.
R~

Leakqe cu.rren t.a 1n both ch~p•

wn

ftl')'

lov.

11. Q3 vee checked tunctionall7 and prond to be within apettittoat10D.t 1n
all respecte, Tbe can va• tbtn reaoYed IDCI the chtp audned. It
vae pertectly nonul. in all reepeete. It ebowcl no •icna ot degradation.
The corJntct1cna ot the intemal leads to the ohlp had beell •r.r
carefully executed.

Page
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FAILURE ANALlSIS (Cotm:NED)

CAUSE OF P'AILtJRE (CONTtmJED}:
12.

'!'he inverse break down voltages were u tollc:nnu
Collector to baae
Ql

Q2
Q)

100

10.2

100

lO.S

100

10.2

A parallel tran8iator application anal)'Bia,.. alao oocducted at the
hirobild Camera and Instrument Co!'poration. A c-1rou1t cliagru of the
Light Source and a description of the location and type ot TOltaae
transient• Cas reported b1 row) vaa eent to Mr. Murlln Vellequette
tot" l'Jirchilda ap!)l-aiaal of how detrilaental the 1\oile tranli•ny voul,cl
be to tranaiators Ql, Q2 and QJ in the naeb circuit. Mr. VelJ.ttqu.ette
a~ated the regulator input circuit and coupled a pulse generator
to the input that produced a l.UOV .1 uaee pulae. Tne following teata
and obserntiODI were ll&de •
a.

40 transistors were pulMct for S minutes at a SO' dut)"
cycle, .1 microsecond on md .1 llicroaecond ott -1.$
billion actuations.

b.

The pee.Jc currents were approximately 2~

c.

There nre 3 failures. Havner. the failures wre a
melting ayay of the lead connection to the chip. The chtpa
were not cnerbeated ar burned.

d.

At the end

degnded.

or

tbe teet the

J

"~ or

&111'81'81·

the trenaietora had been

,1

~

.e. l'airchild (M.urlin Vell,quette) recQJINndad that., if indeed
lC>0-140 volt spiket uht in the oirc.utt, they be eliminated
trCIIl the input ~ 01, aince they did degrade the ]3

tre.rutiatora.

ot the

P'airchUcl (Murlin !ellequette) indicated that. there vaa no
chance ot degrading Q). The high reaiatanoe 1n the collector to emitter circuit would reduce all current 1n Q) to a
level that could in no way demage the transistor.

lL. Along with the etrort at Fairchild., the teatinc p~nm which the
2N2h84 transistors were aubjeoted to at Philoo-Ford vu reTinae!. '!'he
tranaiatora were cycled thru the following teat {P/N ~-P-llll2.00l)J
·a.

Oyoled. tive times t.hru tbe tdpefttu:e r,ange ot -6S•c to
+17$~0 with a 30 minute eo.k ot the teMperature extra••·

.,_. 6

CAUSE OF FAILURE (CONTINUEDh

b.

Vibration 20,000

g'• n

axis.

c. Each tran11Btor ne I·l"Q'8d.
d.

Check all electrical chtrac.teriet1oe at 2$•c.

e.

Reverse bias testa, rated Toltage at

t. Repeat electrical teatl at

1$.

15o•c.

2S•c.

g.

Burn in at elented teli1J)erature ff)r 168 _houra.

h.

Repeat electrical tests at

1.

Drift teet.

2s•c.

Electrical teste were conducted on Light Sources $/lfOOOOl and S/ROOOOS at the
Ma8UJ'ft8nte and obearntiOM
recorded during the EO&O failure analysis tor Ltght B~e S/NOOOlh.

Eastman Eo4ak Company to 'ftrity the

a.

'l'he teste at the !eatman ltod.ak Ct.~~~pany indicate that the
YOlttwe values ot lQO-lJ.tO Tolte mea8\lred and recorded b7
ro&G during the S/NOOOlh failure ana~it are not aoaurate
or correct Taluea. Erroneous reading• can be obtained, U
the :radbted noin pul.Mw are interpreted •• caMuoted
electrical noiae at the measured point. The ettect ot not
obaemng the Pl'OJ'er 1118aeur1ng tecbniquea are ahovn by the
gl'O\ll) ot ecope photoa a a abcwn by pege 10 through page 13.

b.

The maxiJIIUJI poai t1Te noiae trenaient MUUJ"ed durinc the
testing at the Eaetman lodaft Company vas a 30V P-P pulse

which had a durat1m ot .1 llicroeeconde and a .03 a1oroattcond
rise time. Accurate ~eaaurementa o! the induced Curl"el\t
pulse could not be obtained becauae or the lblited response
or the current PJ"Obe which wa• anilable at t.hie tU.e.

o.

A calculated value of the current pulee waa obtainecl by u.1ng
the meaeured vo1tage amplitude, and pulse riee tiNe.

de

•

1

•

1

• )0 X •OOl

1 i dt

de

c

T

• 30V
•

.ool.Xlo-6

dt • .O)tl.0-6 Sec.

de • C

dt

.Oj

X

X

10-6

l0:;:6

The oalculatecS current pulse aJIPlit\lde agreee with tbe meaaand
current nlue recoJ'ded cluring tbe IIM:O te.ting~

Page
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CAUSE OF J'~lLQRE (CONTINUED) 1
16.

1nrt.her testing and analy8il at the Eastman lodak Coq"Jany 1'9'neled tbe
preeenee of A -sov pulae at the base of tnnaiator Ql.. The •oure• of
the pulse waa identifbd u the die~huge time cCII'llitatltl of the energy
1torage eapacftor and the tiae eonatant a1aoctated wtth the regulator
input ~il'Ouit (01 and R2). The eco~ pbotographa ot tb• pulse ~

ahown in page 14.

..

'17. !he circutt ealysis of the -sov pulse, shon below, agree& v1 tb the
measured
valuea Obtained
during tne testing o! Light
Source S/NOOOl.
.
•
I

• 58..ll

1.278 _x 260 •
100

X

1oJ

l32,.M sec ..

X • OQl X

1crl •

lOO,M aeo.
I

.

CUaulate the wltage at the base o! Ql at t • 100Aseo.
energy storage <:,apaoitor is charged to 2$0 we ....

•

2$0

e,.....

-%e

!Cl •

2$0

•

2;0

Eel

Eel •

A Eel •

t •
llC •

..

250.

e ~(.. e ts~ e.3
2SO

1.35

•

2'S O- 165\'

18~

lOO,.t< eeo.

332 .Pt seo.

Page 8
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FAILURE ANAL1'SI S (CONTINUED)
CAUSE OF F!ILURE {CONTINUED)z
'1'he negatin wltage pU1.ae,4!(:1 (-6)1 -.plitude) will be coupled into
the base circuit ot transistor Ql thru the oapaQitor Cl.
I! the capacitor Cl ie removed, the oouplin& elt~~~ent ia no longer in

the c1~1t 1 thua the negative voltage pulse vill
base ot the transistor.

n~t

appear at tbe

A further analylia ahows ' that at.rice the negative pulee baa a fairly
long rise time aaeooiated with the pulH, the current vtll be limited to a
sate Talue which vtll not degrade or d.amage Ql or Q2.

1

•

i

•

de

~

dt

e

50 x •001 x 1o-6 • SO x 1o-S ups
lOO X 16:8

de
C

t

•
•

SO

.001

• 100

X

X

10-6
lo-6

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE t

m&a•e analysia and eol'1'&Qti"te action
Analyste ot Failure a The cause or the failure has been iclentitied.
aa high TOltage spikes (100 to 140 volta peak) t.p!'ea.S em capacitor
Cl resulting in exoeaeive current (in the order of 1 um) into the
baae of transiatcr Ql. The CUJ"Mtnt path Of bue..tO-ellli ttel" Of Ql
1
and etlli tter-to-b11e ot Q2 through cj to ground has be• n)"itied by .
the detailed taU.ure analyaia 1n Atteclunent 1. Due to \1\e taot tha-tthe Ql junction had forward btaaf and the Q2 junction had reverse
bias, the Q2 jUftction wae a detintte failure vb11e the Ql j unction
became marginal. !he cause ot the voltage spUcea in Cl baa been
iclentitied aa voltage coupling back to the input of tbe regulatpr Tia
tbe inherent capacitance of L2 and th• f ..d-baok path.. Theae voltage
apikea result from the trailing edge or a negative 7.S IV trigger
pulse. .The eource ot trneae epikes was verified by placing a 1000
pf CM06 ca~citor in parallel vith the energy atorege caoaoitor and
observing tor appropriate reductiona in the high 8Peed aignala on Cl.
'l'heee reductions were noted". 'fo further aubetantiat.e tbe cause of
failure, emitt er current in Q2 vaa monitored with and wi.thout Cl
in the cirouit. Current aptkea wre obaernd Yi th C1 and disappeared
without Cl.

\
Correct!ve Action t Two courses of action are available !or correcting
the probl811l. Place a OutTent liMiting resistor 1n aeries with Cl
o.r ~eve Cl !rom the circuit. In addition, Ql and Q2 ahould b8
replAced on selected unii.a.

Page 9

FAILURE ANALYSIS (CONTnroED)
DESCRIPTION OF CHUllE ( COtft'INUED) t

Note• Temperature teats ltere conduoted on Sertal lfo. 00011 vitbQut Cl
to determine regulator performance. Reaults indicated aatietactor,y
operat.lan at ambient, +3o•p, and +l20•P'. 1 After 11eleoted deeign
change ie incoJ"PPrated, each unit should be acceptance tested tor
thermal' vacuum, electrical per.foraanoe, and light output. It a
reeietor 18 added, vibration testing should be considered .(or at
least one unit.
\
It is l!Xl&G 1 a rec0111nendation that the corrective 11ct1on be the relllOftl
ot Cl from the cireuit.
EO&G is alao rec~nding tbe replaceND.t of QJ., Q2 cui Q) in the
cireuit on all unite because of poeeible degradation that ~ h4ave
oaourred.

!!MIG has since indicated that a cloeer cu•iMtion ot the photogrepha
of the transistor Q2 indicates that it may have been a faulty ~.

The failure may have been due to a ahorttng of the ~hip b,. part o.f
one ot the internal leada. 'l'he:r still JU.intatn, however, that the
failure or the faulty part vaa induced by the voltage apike in the
circuit.

They a lao indicate tbat lftore retined Masur1.ng techniques have reaulted
in a. voltage spike ot S0-60 volta, 20 na in duration instead or lhO

volts 0.1 microsecond in duration.

Eastman Kodak Company' a final analyaia a.nd: rec01111enclationa

tor corrective action

Analysis: Frail facta 3, a contirmed abort in Q2 1 7 1 8, and 10 the
tailed t~istor ehip ahowed no degradation, it i8 concluded that tthe
failure vas a randOI'I part failure, i.e., the ahort in Q2 v.a produced
by a C9Qduct1ve foreign particle inside th• t~aiator oan that
produced the ebort., ext.mal to t'he oh1p. The' translator junction
vaa not affected.
Frca facta 15,16,17 Eltco•a. •••uraenta and analYM• ot Toltage and
cur:rent epikea in the circuit, it i.a concluded tbet the voltage apikea
are a pprori.matel:r )0 to 6o "f''lta in aplitude inaW.d ot 100 to 140
volta.
REC~TIONS

J

FOR CORRECTlV! ACTIONa

.Because Cl m.a:y couple in to the b&8e ot Ql undesirable .,nd poa.,ibl;y
dam..tging voltage spikes, 1t ie rec01111en<led '\bat Cl be racmtd. It 18
rec011111ended that no transiatore be replaced. Faote 71 8, 9, 10 and 11
ehcnr that none ot the -affected tranaiatore in SJOOll wre degnded.

~

1
J

J

SECTION VI
QUALITY ASSURANCE
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Quality Assurance

A major goal of the ALSCC quality assurance program and
organization was to insure

qua~ity

to the level required by the customer

and at the same time maintain the quuity standards of the Eastman Kodak

]

J

Oompa.ny previously established for the particular category of equipment
being processed.

Implicit considerations were costs to implement the

program and structurization of the program to pennit production
schedules to be met.
Recognition by the Manned Spacecraft Center of the Eastman
Kodak Company's Quality Assurance procedures and organization resulted

in the elimination of the normal NASA quality assurance documentation
imposition in contract NAS-9-9094.

An additional in-house difference between the ALSCC effort and

]

other procurements within the Eastman Kodak Company was in the
delegation of Quality Assurance responsibility.

The quality assurance

engineer was assigned to the ALSCC program manager with a direct
responsibility for portions of the mechanical design as well as quality
assurance.

He also had a dual role by management direction being

responsible to the Kodak Apparatus Division Quality and Reliability

]

Manag~r

for maintaining the ALSCC quality assurance program at a

level compatible with already established programs.

l
J

-118-

l

Potential conflict of interest between design, quality assurance

]

and manufacturing areas was prevented by careful monitoring and the

1

fabrication and performance factors to meet schedules.

l
1
J
J
1

avoiding of situations which would permit the trade off of design,
This 'approach

was successful, in part, because of the indoctrination of the design
group into the necessity of reviewing all elements of design for
quality assurance and reliability criteria prlor to design implementation.
The placement of qualtty conscience within the program eliminated
canpetition and antagonism which sometimes exists between the design
and a separate quality organization.

This type of operation was ideal

for the size and make up of the group involved, however, it is
recognized that this might have proven impossible to the same degree
with a much larger group.

Maximum use of existing quality assurance

groups was obtained, minimum costs were experienced in operation and
the program was conduowd with minimum surveillance and interference.
Flexibility and speed of response were significant advantages of the·
ALSCC quality a.ssurance program.
Program conduct was in accordance with the Quality Assurance
Program Plan (M-000096-RU) the details of which will not be repeated
herein.
Receiving inspection was performed on all purchase parts in

]

accordance with established guide lines.

Parameter measurement and

discrete part selection, when necessary, was accomplished in areas
possessing trained operators and required certified equipment.

J

J
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l

Fabricated pa.rts were inspected by an a.l ready established
organiza.t ion.

Subassemblies and assemblies were visually and

performance inspected under the surveillance of the program quality
assurance engineer.
Final acceptance test was also performed under the direction of
the program quality engineer.

l

All inspections and tests were documented.

Parts history is traceable

]

to lots.

]

the NAS-9-9094 Specification, Appendix I, Acceptance Data Package,

]

Quality Assurance Program were also satisfied.

J

J

A failure report and analysis system was maintained.
The acceptance data. package delivered with each unit satisfies

Apollo Lunar Surface Close-up Camera.

All elements of Appendix IIA,

Two considerations would make a future program similar to the
ALSCC procurement even more successful.
More time should be allowed at the inception of the program to
permit the Quality Assurance engineer, the Program manager and customer
representatives to establish definitive ground rules and philosophies,
especially in the area.. of software requirements.
Secondly, experience has shown that it would be highly desirable
to have a full time assembly inspector assigned, as frequently time
was lost between the completion of and the inspection of subassemblies
and a.ssemblies.

This problem was most significant for those parts

which had to be hand carried from one area or faoili ty to another to
perform such actions as finishing, painting, conformal coating, eto.

]
J

J
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As indicated earlier, a potential danger of a program similar
to the ALSCC quality assurance method of operation is the possible
conflict of interests between the various groups that participate in
the preparation of hardware for delivery.

Future application of an

ALSCC type Program is not necessarily that of .superaeding existing
organizations for commercial or larger special programs but rather
in applying to the techniques ueed in progr~~s perhaps ten to twenty

]

times the magnitude of the ALACC which have a real need for rapid
response and which demand high quality performance.

l
J

J
J
J

J

J
J
J
J
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Report

The ALSCC is required to fit into the MESA structure of the
LEM where a lithium hydroxide cartridge was fonnally retained.
The MESA structure is built by the Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation (GAEC).

Grumman established Interface Control Document

LID JU0-25151 defining the basic space allocation.
design

~regressed,

As the ALSCC

information was provided to Grumman and

LID 340-25151 was gradually brought up to date showing the ALSCC

]
J

l

in i te vibration isolator installed in the MESA.

The vibration

isolation system was integrated into the design to protect the

came~a

from launch inputs.
The vibration isolator was built by a subcontractor.
Interface drawing 2501-111 was prepared, incorporstirig the configuration
of the ALSCC and the essential information from LID 340-25151 required
for attaching the vibration isolator to the MESA.

A copy of this

drawing was then sent to the subcontractor for his use to make sure
that the isolator fit ' both the ALSCC and the MESA structure.
On March 17, 1969, a trip was made to the Grumman Aircraft

Engineering Corporation to fit the prototype ALSCC and vibration
isolator into a model of the MESA structure.

J

following deficiencies, from a human engineering standpoint, were
noted in the isolator design:
1.

]
J
J'

At this time the

The hingepoint for the cover was located so that it had
to be held open.

2.

The lower isolator pads fell out into the MESA when the
ALSCC wa.s withdrawn.

-123-
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J

3.

The snubber for the lower end of the skirt was awkward
to handle and install.

The following design improvements vere made in the isolator design
to correct the above deficiencies.

They are listed in the same order

as above:
1.

l

The isolator, ALSCC assembly was rotated 180• in the cavity
in the MESA.

This puts the hingepoint of the cover at

the opposite side of the cavity and it will atay open by

]

itself.

The locking bar on the isolator attaches to

l

the MESA tab on the opposite side of the cavity.

]

through the tabs on the MESA does not pass ~hrough the

1

J
J

An offset is required in the locking bar because the plane
center of the oavi ty.
2.

The design of the lower isolator pads was changed so that
they pivot out of the way when the AI.SCC is withdrawn
but are retained in the body of the isolator.

J. The design of the snubber for the lower end of the skirt
was changed to a molded butyl rubber cup shaped part
instead of an aluminum part with rubber pads on it.
This redesigned part is much easier to handle and install.,
Originally it had been planned that the vibration isolator and
in the MESA by the same

]

consequently the ALSCC would be held in

J

T-bar assembly included two quick release pins and a lanyard assembly.

J
]

J

plac~

T-bar that retained the lithium hydroxide cylinder.

The complete

It had been assumed that Grumman would provide the lanyards and quick
release pins that were required.

As the isolator design evolved,

however, it became apparent that the T-bar would not be required and

l

that only one quick release pin and a lanyard would be required to
attach the isolator looking lever to one of the MESA tabs.
On

25 April 1969, Gruroman called the Eastman Kodak Company

and pointed out that since the ALSCC no longer required the T-bar it

1

l
]
J

would be much cleaner from a software standpoint for EK to ·provide
a lanyard and a. quick release pin with the isolator than for Grumman
to provide i t on the HESA.

E.K. Co. concurred and added lanyard

u00-2686-101 and quick release pin u00-2129-103-F-N to the locking bar
of the isolator.

It was mutually agreed between GAEC and E.K. Co.

to retain the lanyard clip (LDW340Pl0972-ll) on the MESA structure to
provide a loop in the lanyard for the astronaut to grasp.

The clip

required a lanyard diameter of .062" and lanyard 400-2686-101 was

J

J

approximately •04 7" in diameter.

A five inch length of heat shrinkable

tubing L00-14 ::J2-102 ,.,as added to the center of the isolator lanyard to
increase its diameter to .o62" to fit the GAEC lanyard clip.

J

]
J

J
J

j
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Final Technical Report
Configuration Summary

Two Lens - Fixed Focus - Fixed Aperture Stereo Camera
Reduction Ratio: ):1
Effective Focal Length t
Lens Types

L6mm

M-39 (Micro-File Type)

1

Effective Aperture @3:1: f/22.6

J

Object Format:

Optical Overall:

Image Fonna.t:

9.769" (2L8.15mm)
2.835 1t x 3.26L~t (72 x 82 .8mm)

.945" x 1.088" (24 x 27.6mm) - Fiduciala on each edge of
both frames

Film Advance per Cycle :

2. 848 in.

Center Line Dimension of Stereo Images:

J
J

Lens Spacing:

29mm (1.142 11 )

Stereo Pair Image Separation:
Separation Between Stereo Sets:
Weightst

1.524 in.

.436 in.
.236 in.

Camera 9.2 pounds
Istola.tor 1.5 pounds
Cassette

.5 pounds

Max. Height • 11.187" - Fits in 6.87$" Dia. Area

Camera Stowedt

Overall Camera Height:
Handle Extension:

J

Film Type:

Use Configuration • 14.75011

Object Plane to Center of Handle 32u

S0-368 (Ektachrome MS) Estar Thin Base,
3.4 Mil Total Thickness (max.)

J

Stereo Capacity:
Stereo Angle:

368 in. - 129 Pairs (100 Active)

9•
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1
<;hut ter Speed:

1/100

Flesh Duration:

1
1

J

Operation:

~c.

200 Microseconds

Electric

Battery Sourcet

Nickel-Cadmium Cells, 12.5 volts {367 MA Hours)'

Illumination Source t

Electronic Flash - 8 lr/att Seconds

Flash Unit Recycle Timet
Camera Cycle Time:

]

Indicators: A.

]

Camera Ready:

5 Seconds

10 Seconds nominal

Camera Cycle - "ON" {Light)

B.

Exposure - Counter

A.

Pull Isolator Lanyard and Open Isolator Cover

J

B.

Remove Camera from Isolator

c.

Rotate and Pull Up Handle

J

D. Hove Rear of Handle Downward to Stop

J
J

E.

Pull Skirt Release Lanyards (Black)

F.

Allow Springs to Raise Camera to Full Height.
(This "Enables" Camera)

Exposure: A.
B.

Locate Area and Set Camera on Surface
Energize Trigger {Shutter and Flash Trip, Camera
Cycle Starts)

C.

J

Wsi t Ten Seconds Prior To Next Exposure {Cycle "ON"
Light Will Extinguish)

Isolator:

To Protect Camera in LEM, Launch and Boost and Lunar Descent

J

J

1
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Mission Completion 1

A.

Advance Three Frames

B.

Pull Cover Release Lanyards (Red) and Remove
Cover

c.

Actuate Cutter (Black Handle)

D.

Actuate Cassette Release (Orange lever)

E.

Remove Cassette and Place in Container Supplied

l
]
\

J

J
J

)

J
J
J

J
]
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ALSCC HARDWARE
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A.

LENS SELECTION AND TESTING

J

]

J
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Lens Selection, Testing, and Mounting for ALSCC

1.0 SELECTION

Lens selection was predicted on use of standard 35mm film with

l
l

1

a magnification, M, between 0.33 and 0.5.

A visual comparison of Kodak

lenses a.v ailable in time and of possible use for this can1era quickly
narrowed the choice to a. Micro-File Ektar Lens, either the Formula M-LO,

63mm or the Formula M-39, 46mm.

other types, either triplets or tessar

types, showed need of redesign for use at the finite magnification
ratios.

No simple space change would compensate the change in field

curvature without appreciable increase in other aberrations.

]

J
]

The M

(or Gauss) type formula is not only better corrected to begin with, but
also has a much stabler field with change in magnification.

The shorter

focal length proved adequate to cover the field required; so space
considerations affecting total camera size and weight governed choice
of the

46mm

focal length.

Subsequent resolution tests showed little

quality difference between the two focal lengths.
Table I shows a comparison of parameters for several systems
(ignoring lens gauss point separations).

1

Figure

r shows a corresponding

schematic.
2. 0

APERTURE
This is commonly expressed as an f-number, the number being

]

the ratio of focal length to diameter of a parallel bundle of light

J

this must be converted to an effective f-number, Ne• (M + 1)

(as from a star at infinity) accepted by the lens.

-, ~"-

At finite magnifications
N ~,

1
1

l
l
]

l

in order to apply it to useful relations that describe image and
1lltnnination characteristics.

Thus a nominal f/17 lens will have an

effective ntnnber of 22,6 when used at a magnification of ,))X.
The choice of lens aperture must be

8

compromise between

effects on depth of f i eld and maximum resolution at region of best focus.
The image characteristics of a well corrected lens are

limited by t he diffraction of light such that a. geometric point is spread
into a tubular volume in the region of best focus.

J

The dimensions of

this volume based on the Rayleigh criterion of allowable departure from
a perfect wave front are

~iven

as follows:

Laterallv, the radius,

f i • 1.22 N9

~

2

Axially, the range is 1::.71:. i • 2 N9 /\

l

J

where A is the wavelength of light.
Optics, pp

h39-L44). Transferring this to the object space the conjugate

relationships are:
fo•l.22

]

J

J

(Refer to Born & Wolf, Principles of

N
7

Very closely outside this volume the energy is spread over the crosssection of

8

cone (the geometric circle of confusion) defined by the

geometric shadow of the lens aperture stop.
of confusion in the object plane is:

D

radius, \~ •

M ~$

2if8

for

j
]

]

So the corresponding circle

-135-
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2 Ne

2

M2

A

]

l
l

It must be emphasized that these dimensions are for an aerial image of
a point source in monochromatic light.

They describe a limit beyond

which the optics cannot perform even though all else 1n the system
be perfect.

Assuming a value of~ • .ooo6mm, these relationships are

shown graphically in Figure 2. .

Note that it is the radius of the

circle of confusion that is to be correlated with reciprocal resolution.

J

This is illustrated in Figure 2a., , showing

that a grid scanned by a

circle whose diameter equals two cycles of the grid will encompass
almost equal area.s of light and dark bands regardless of the phase
relationship.

Corresponding areas will show a greater difference for

any smaller circle.

l
I
J

J

Figure 3 shows a nominal plot of optical Transfer Functions
for a Kodacolor-X film and diffraction limited lenses at three apertures.
Projected resolution numbers have been taken from. these on assumption
that a

5%

contrast corresponds to limiting resolution.

Another rule of

thumb projects a s.ystem resolution by summing the reciprocal resolution
of elements of the system.

Table

n

shows these projected values as

transferred to the object plane.
Photographic tests have been made using a Leioa Camera body
on a test stand pennitting the making of stereo pairs by sliding the
camera to the proper centers over the test object.

Resolution tests have

been made with this system using a target with three-bar, high contrast
resolution charts, black lines on white background, twelfth root of two
steps.

Readings made from these, converted to reciprocals, are shown

also in Table II.

J
]

]

Through focus plots of average resolution are shown

in Figures 4 and 5 to the same scale as the group of lens aerial image
dimensions of Figure 2 • •

-1)6-
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3.0 MOUNT DETAILS
The formula M-39, 46mm Micro-File Ektar Lens is normally
mounted in a double ended barrel with two separate subassemblies which
are spaced to obtain minimum aberration in the field when working at
a magnification ratio of 28:1 and with a nominal aperture of f/8 over
a semi-field of lS•.

To reduce weight and space the lens has been

remounted per Dwg. 2S01-105 as a stacked assembly in a barrel with
uniform bore.

This is possible without changing three of the glass units.

The fourth tmit was trimmed in diameter.

Although the assembly is

. etopped to a nominal f/17, it is necessary to keep the exterior olear
apertures relatively large, as currently manufactured, to avoid
vignetting at a 20• semi-field.

The central air space could be adjusted

differently for sake of use at a 3:1 magnification ratio, but experience
with first samples has shown no significant benefit from this.
Dimensional variations of focal length, and therefore magnification on
a fixed overall are largely dependent on thiekness variations in the
internal cemented doublets.
assembly variations.

These were matched to reduce the range of

Lenses were matched in pairs to within 1% in

magnification.

Design distortion varies as the cube of the tangent of

the field angle

~d

is about 0.1% at 20• half field angle.

Manufacturing variations of this did not exceed 0.1%.

]
J

J
J

]
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FILM TRANSPORT MECHANISM

J
J
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Film Transport Mechanism (Including Film Cassettes)

1.0 GENERAL
The mechanism for the ALSCC was designed to perfonn all
operations necessary to complete photographic sequences and functions.
Parameters affecting the design included environment, weight, reliability,

l

human engineering philosophy, size and configuration.

1

all the basic parameters.

Appropriate

analysis and testing were performed to verify that the design fulfilled

The mechanism had to be designed such that it would
relia.b ly function in the lunar atmosphere.

The lunar atmosphere is

a hard vacuum (lo-12 Torr) with a temperature gradient of approximately
~5o•F,

J

J

J

and a gravitational field approximately one sixth that of Earth.

Thermal design incorporated into the camera case limited the temperature
gradient requirement at the mechanism to o• - 120•F, depending on the
sun angle of ALSCC deployment and use.
Since a molecular transfer phenomenon resulting in
"welding" is experienced in a hard vacuum atmosphere, there is no metal to
metal contact in the mechanism design.

Delrin, Tenon and Vespel

were used to mate with stainless and aluminum parte that move relative

J

to each other.

]

wound springs, pivots, and sliding components.

Examples of such applications are gear trains, close

.

Another design consideration due to the vacuum atmosphere
was the out-gassi.ng effect from ambient, 1 atmosphere, assembly to

I
J

vacuum operation.

Out-gassing results in a 100% moisture loss in

materials which absorb moisture in the earth's atmosphere.
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moisture loss results in a part shrinkage.

All bearings, sliding

l

members and other parts requiring critical fits had to include

1

Also all parts and sub-assemblies which in fabrication could trap air

l
l
1

l

consideration of dimensional changes experienced due to this out-gassing.

had to be vented to allow minimum pressure differential during pressure
changes.
The weight budget for the overall camera and isolator
system design was eleven and a half (11.500) pounds.

This particular

amount of weight was to be lifted from the Earth where a great deal
of thrust was available.

However the vehicle launched from the Moon

was very weight critical, so a removable film cassette system was
incorporated in the design.

This removable cassette approach allowed

the return of only one half ( .500) pound.
As a design goal, the mechanism was allocated two (2)
pounds.

This included one half (.500) pound for the take-up cassette,

one half (. 500) pound for the supply cassette and the remaining

J
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one (1.000) pound for the mechanism.
Magnesium and aluminum were the basic metals used with
the material selection based on weight-strength analyses, machining
ease and cost, and delivery schedules.

A

~ight

was instituted after the original design completion and each part
reviewed to save what seemed in some cases a meaningless amount.
However, the weight analysis indicated a cumulative savings of
approximately one pound on the overall camera.
of course, was realized in the mechanism.

J
J

Savings Program"

Some of this,

Non-metallic construction was also considered for parts
appropriate for plastic fabrication, it such design allowed weight
savings.
From the beginning of the ALSCC design, delivery made
it imperative that engineers and designers integrate reliability into
the design philosophy.

Only rel1abil1 ty approved hardware vas used

if such was available.

If material or hardware, other than reliability

approved, was incorporated into the design; appropriate testing was
conducted to assure application reliability under the most severe

1

l
]
J

usage environment and stress conditions.
The ALSCC was designed to be loaded on Earth, transported
to the lunar surface, removed from its stowage position, deployed,
exercise its photographic mission, have its exposed film removed
on the Moon and have the exposed film returned to Earth.
· Human engineering considerations in the mechanism design
were applicable only in the film removal mode on the lunar surface
and, in a lesser degree, loading or the camera by earth-bound personnel.
The film removal was accomplished by removing a cover, after first

J

J

advancing several blank frames, thus exposing the mechanism.

Film

cutting and cassette removal was designed to be conveniently
accomplished considering the pressurized gloves worn by the astronauts.

]

A glove sample was studied and pressure suited technicians were

J

both on film prior to ALSCC hardware availability and observed live

observed to establish design cri teria.

These technicians were studied

using the hardware as it became available.

J
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It was eVident that any punctures in the gloves would
create a hazard, so a.l l comers and edges accessible to the astronaut
were rounded.

All handles and lmobs actuated by the lunar crew were

made large and designed to be operated when using pressurized gloves.

l
J

l
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Samples and breadboards of the handle and knobs were submitted to the
Apollo crews and the MSC Human Factors Group for review.
were incorporated per their recommendation.

Some changes

Also, operating instructions

were printed on the supply cassette to assure proper technique when
removing the take-up cassette.

The printing was, also, a request of'

the Apollo crew.
Both the supply and take-up cassettes were designed to
accommodate daylight loading and unloading.

The supply cassette

was designed with a removable spool to facilitate and insure proper
film winding.

The take-up cassette incorporates a cutter which also

acts as a _second light seal covering the cassette throat.

This

redundant sealing further insures against film fogging as the
cassette is transported from the lunar surface to the processing
laboratory on Earth.

1

The mechanism was designed to transport 35mm thin base
film.

A compact package had to be designed

d~e

to space limitations

and lens conjugates. Attempts were made in the original configuration

J

J
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study to transport film without passing over rollers with the film
emulsion out.

Spaoe re1uirements negated this philosophy so tests

were conducted to determine the roller configuration and size necessary
to transport film with the emulsion aide out.
conducted using a simulated. lunar environment.

J
]
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These tests were

l
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2.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND OPERATION
'l'he ALSCC mechaniSJil is driven by a 12 VDC motor.

The

power for the motor is supplied by nickel-cadmium batteries.
When the camera trigger is depressed, a switch is operated
which in turn actuates a latching relay to a closed position.
latching relay controls the motor running time.

1
1
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The

A switch closure in

the mechanism cycle stops the motor by actuating the latching relay .
to the open position.

The motor stopping switch is cam operated,

driven directly by the motor through a 27 to
figure 2.

58 spur gear train, see

Nominal motor operating time is nine seconds.

This nine

seconds constitutes one camera cycle.
Depressing the trigger switch also energizes a solenoid
which releases a spring driven rotary shutter.

Operation of this

shutter mechanism is covered elsewhere in the text.

However, it is

a function of the mechanism gear train to wind the shutter spring
and prepare the preload for the following cycle.

This gear train

is coupled directly to the motor and winds the spring for the full
driving cycle, see figure 1.
I

The film is held flat against the aperture plate during
the photographic mode by a spring loaded platen.

This platen is

normally closed and is lifted to allow film advance as part of the

J
J

J

motor drive function.

The platen lifting operation is accomplished

with two direct driven cam shafts riding on the platen cam surface.
The cams oppose the platen

sprin~ s,

lift, and control the platen

reseating at the end of the motor cycle, see figure 1.

j
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The camera mechanism is designed to minimize any load bearing

1

e££eot on the £11m.

l

providing a free path £or the film when the film is moved.

The basic

film advance is accomplished by driving the take-up spool.

Film

This includes applying minimum tensions and

advance timing is controlled such that the film moves only when the
platen is lifted away from the aperture plate.

J
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The amount of film

advanced is controlled by a one revolution metering cam which is
driven by the metering sprocket.

Since the take-up spool provides the

actual drive for the film and its diameter changes, a friction drive
is introduced between the motor and take-up spool to allow the metering
sprocket to control the film advanoe length.

As the motor is initially activated, the film advance system
is locked by the ratchet pawl.

This pawl locks both the take-up

spool and the metering oam, see figure 1.

Also at the initial motor

activation, the film advance drive to the take-up spool is uncoupled
through a sector gear intermittent phasing drive, see figure 1.

J

After the motor has rotated approximately

15•,

the platen

cams oontaot the platen cam surface and the platen starts to lift.
Simultaneously with the platen lifting, a cam on one platen shaft
contacts the ratchet pawl cam surface and begins to remove the pawl
from. both the take-up spool driving gear and metering cam, see figure ).
At approximately

1

]

removed.

25• rotation of the motor, the pawl is canpletely

At approximately

50• of motor rotation, the platen has lifted

such that the film may be safely advanced and the sector gear
intermittent drive has rotated far enough to establish a drive train to
the take-up spool, see figure J.
the film advance.

This drive train now starts

The moving film rotates the sprocket
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which in turn is geared to the one revolution metering cam, see figure 1.
The one revolution metering cam also prevents the ratchet pawl from

l

resetting and locking the film adva!lee mechanism.

J

of the metering cam, the ratchet pawl resets and locks both the metering

After enough film has been advanced to cause one revolution
cam and take-up spool driving gear.

The motor continues to run but no

film is advanced since the take-up spool driving gear is looked.

l

drive is uncoupled through a friction clutch, see figure 1.

The

In this

phase of the mechanism function, the resistance to advance film ia
absorbed by the ratchet pawl.
1n the film.

Consequently, no added tension is reflected

As the intermittent driving sector segment leaves the

1

driven segment, the drive through the friction clutch also stops.

]

The motor continues to drive until the switch cam causes the latching

J
J

relay to open.

3.0 SUPPLY CASSETI'E PHILOSOPHY AND DESIGN
The Supply Cassette is designed to accommodate enough
film for one hundred stereo pairs, provide adequate light-tightness
to allow daylight camera loading, provide film tension during film
advance, and assume film path lateral alignment.
Ba.sically the cassette includes a body, cover, spool,

.]

clutch, and light-look rollers.

The cassette body is round to

facilitate manufacture and fabricated from aluminum to conserve
The cover is attached with three screws and aligned with

J

weight.

J

body carry associated out board bearings.

J

dowel pins.

The alignment is essential since both the cover and
A labyrinth seal is

formed by the cover-body a.ssem,bly to assume a light-tight interface.

f
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The film spool is removable for film loading and is

1

l

coupled to a shaft permanently assembled to the body.

and shaft rotate on outboard bearings, one in the cover and one in
the body.

Flanges are provided on the spool to prevent film

A labyrinth seal is formed by

telescoping during acceleration.

the flange-cover interface to light-lock the assembly.

]

l

The spool

Film unwind

tension is provided by a friction clutch coupling the spool shaft to
the cassette body.
The cassette body includes a throat through which the

]
1

l
1

film passes.

As part of the throat configuration two rollers are

provided to light-lock this area.

The ends of the rollers adjacent t

to the cover form a light-tight labyrinth, and the rollers are spaced
apart such that a light-lock is formed for the throat when film passes
between the rollers.

Since the roller gapping is somewhat critical;

plush is also added to the throat area to further insure a 100%
light-tight assembly.
When the cassette is assembled to the mechanism, it is
located axially by a dowel pin.

This assures lateral film path

alignment since the associated detail parts are toleranced to control
the pin and pin hole location.

Supply Cassette assembly is accomplished

by screws and helicoils since the cassette stays on lunar surface

with the camera.

J

]

1

4.0

TAKE-uP CASSETTE PHILOSOPHY AND DESIGN

The Take-Up Cassette 18 also designed to facilitate
daylight loading.

However, it differs from the Supply Cassette as

its functional differences dictate.

l
J
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It is capable of storing enough

film to allow one hundred stereo pairs, provides a drive intertaae

with the mechanism, includes a cutter for film cutting, and provides
an interface with the mechanism which allows it to be easily removable.
The spool 1e not easily removable from the cassette.

The

spool shaft and spool are an inseparable a.ssembly and the spool driving
gear is pinned to the spool shaft, external to the cassette.

To

facilitate threading, a leader is attached to the spool in assembly
build-up.
The circular cassette is surrolmded by a circular cutter.
During the photographic mode, the cutter is lightly detented open.
This position is maintained throughout the photo cycle and a cover-cutter
interlock also prevents the cutter tram moving while the camera oover
is in place.
After the photographic cycle is completed, the cover is
removed, and the cutter is rotated out of its detented positien to
At the extent of its rotation, the film has been out,

out the film.

and the cutter locks permanently in this position.

In this phase ot

rotation, the cutter also acts as a redundant light-lock, covering the
cassette throet.
The cassette is assembled to the mechanism by inserting
its mounting hubs into a circular eradle formed in the mechanism side
plates.

Lateral alignment is controlled by a dowel pin, as explained

in the Supply Cassette text.

Spring loaded arms, contacting the top

of the mounting hubs, hold the cassette in place.

Release of the

cassette is accomplished by latching the spring loaded arms in an
open position.
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Shutter Assembly

The shutter consists of two axially mounted; rotating blades

(1) *'driven by a helical coil spring (2) vound in torsion. Each blade is
a round, nat disk with two wedge-shaped openitlgs, one for each lens .

]

The blades are aligned on their common shaft so that the openings in

1

Two lenses (3) are mounted Q8tween the blades.

J

one blade are directly 1n line with the openings in the other blade.

When the leading edges of the blade openings simultaneously
intersect the axes of the lenses as the shutter rotates, the lenses are
still closed optically. Each blade blocks one half of the incoming

]

light rays .

As the openings proceed across the apertures , the effect

is as if the lenses were being uncovered from thei r centers with a
guillotine- type a ction.

The inner blade, closest to the film, is

contained in a labyrinth to provide the priJDD.l"Y light seal .

The outer

J
]

blade is mounted behind a mask and has a secondary function of serving

J

the angular velocity of the shutter as the openings pass across the

as a lens cap. (see Section IX-C Figure 2)
Shutter speed is determined by the size of the openings and
apertures.

The shutter drive spring is formed and constrained at a 90r

J

angle by tubing (4) to prevent interference with the light paths from

J

speed are compensated for by adjusting the prel oad in the shutter drive

the closely spaced lenses .

}Umufacturing variations whi ch affect shutter

sprine prior to assembly to the camera drive (5) .

The shutter rotates

160° for each stereo exposure, and the shutter drive spring is revotmd
lSoc after each exposure by the camera drive mechanism.

* Reference

Numbers Refer to Section IX- C Figure 1 •

J

]

l

The shutter is tripped by a solenoid (6) which actuates an
inverse escapement mechanism consisting of a two point driver (7) and
a star wheel (8 ).

The escapement mechanism indexes a cog wheel (9)

one tooth width during each solenoid on/off cycle to provide alternate
level stops for a rotor (10) which limits shutter rotation to 180°

J

per cycle.

l

position and holds the escapement

A torsion spring {11) returns the solenoid slug to its off
rr.echani~

in a rest position to prevent

rotation of the cog wheel, and hence shutter release, unless the
solenoid is energized.

l
1

The shutter shaft also drives a rotary switch which is
synchronized with the shutter blade openings for flash illuminated
exposures.

The switch consists of two, 3 fingered spring brushes (13)

riding on a segmented commutator (12) and is designed to have a statio
contact resistance of .06 ohms at 6 to 10 r rams brush pressure and to

J
J

pass 1 ampere in 0.2 microseconds.
Application of the shutter design in the ALSCC system of
f/22.6 effective aperture and 1/lOOth of a second shutter speed yields

a

shutter efficiency of approximately 85%.

Excellent repeatibility is

achieved, because the camera drive mechanism replaoes the amount
torque used in the drive spring after ea.oh exposure.

or

The shutter contains

no critical parts, can be electro-mechanically or meohanically released,
and has a long life expectana,y.

All shutter parts except the escapement

mechanism can be manufactured to loose tolerances.

J

]

J

The design can be

packaged in a relatively small volume for closely spaced lens pairs
and will !'unction over a wide range of temperatures.
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]

Camera Case Assembly

]

The primary considerations in the design of the case for
the

]

l
l
1

]

J

AL~CC

were protection of the camera mechanism and electronics from

the thermal environment on the moon, the ability to withstand the shock
and vibration

environment ~

imposed on the ALSCC by the LEM structure

through the vibration isolator, the incorporation of a moveable element
in the design to provide minimum stowage volume and the capability to
focus on rocks and depressions and a cover easily but not inadvertently
removed by a pressure sui ted astronaut.
The oase must provide either insulation or appropriately
painted surfaces o.t' the proper material to protect the mechanism,
film, electronics and lenses from the extremes of temperature experienced
on the moon.

It must be sturdy enough to withstand the shock and

vibration imposed upon it by the LEM structure through the vibration
isolator during blast-off and during lunar descent and landi ng.

l,

Due

to the lens conjugates and stowage area allocated, it must have a
moveable lower element so that the stowed length can be approximately

3 1/2 inches shorter than the length in use.
be

In addition, there must

markings on the side of the ca.se to indicate how far the lower

]

element (skirt) has moved so that the camera can be appropriately

J

pressure suited astronaut in order to withdraw the Take-Up Cassette

J

focused on depressions.

The cover must be easily removeable by a

after photography; but it must not come off inadvertently when the skirt
or handle are deployed for photography on the moon.

J
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Some human engineering considerations that were incorporated

l
l

in the case design were a handle on the cover to aid in installing and
removing the camera tram the isolator, light weight, and sufficient
surface area on the bottom of the skirt to minimize the depth to which
the camera. would sink in moon soil, yet provide sufficient visibility
eo that the astronaut could accurately position the camera over the
object to be photographed.
The case is designed to have a stowed configuration

l

moveable element or skirt.

)

11.750 inohes from the top of the cover to the object plane.

J

11.187 inches long from the top of the cover to the bottom of the
In operation, the case will extend to
The

case consists of four elements, the cover, the case, the skirt 'and
I

the pole housing.

The skirt is held in the stowed position b.y two

suitcase type latches. They are released by pulling two velcro
tabs attached to a lanyard which is s.t tached to the oase at one end
and the latch at the other end.

J

fiberglas

The skirt is made of 0-11 epoxy

in order to withstand the high temperatures of the lunar

surface and to insulate the rest of the camera from the lunar surface.
In order for the astronaut to easily depress the skirt and focus on

J

depressions in the ·lunar surface, the skirt is held in the extended
position by three springs.
with the skirt extended.
a force of 7. 7 pounds.

They exert a total force of five pounde,{l/6g springs)
In the stowed configuration, they ·exert

Since the lunar gravity is approximately

1/6 that of earth, two types of skirt springs have been designed.
One to support the camera on earth for training, and a second lighter

J

design to support the camera on the moon.

]

l
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When the skirt is extended, the camera enable 8Wi tch is
energized and a spring stop extends.

The purpose of the stop is to

allow the skirt to be almost tully depressed eo that pictures in the
corners of geological formations can be taken, but not far enough to

l
J

l
I
J

1
j

de-energize the enable switch.
As originally designed, the skirt had a bottom area of

1).68 in2 • Based on a camera earth weight of

9.5

pounds, this

produced a pressure on the lunar surface of .116 pounds per in2 •
NASA has recently directed EK to increase the skirt bottom area.
The new area turns out to be 18.41 in2.
pressure on the lunar surface of

.086

This area will produce a

pounds/in2.

The skirt slides on four case guides.
guide surface is teflon coa.ted.

The mating skirt

The springs are retained in the

case within a bored hole in three of the four skirt guide bosses.
The object plane of the skirt is located by using dog point set
screws as stops.

The case is machined out of aluminum with

inch thick walls over most of its surface.

In order to reduce weight,

an attempt was made to make the case out of magnesium.

J

.040

However, the

magnesium exhibited dimensional instability in machining so aluminum
was used.

It wa.s determined early in the design that the strength

of the oase and the cover would be determined by the limitations of

]

]

]

the manufacturing process rather than by the environmental requirements
of the design, i.e. J the thinnest wall that could be tna.c hined out
of either magnesium or aluminum was .OuO inches whereas the requirements
of the design would allow the wall thickness to be less.

Therefore,

detailed stress analyses of the case and the cover were not

]
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require~.

]

1

The thermal analysis indicated that adequate thermal
protection would be achieved by painting the entire case, skirt and
pole housing with a grey paint having an Ct( of 0.60 ±.OL and an
of 0.91 :t.OL.

The cover was required to be painted white on top and

the same grey on the sides.

J
l
l
J
]

At the bottom of the case starting at

the top of the skirt, in the extended position, there are two l/4 inch
wide black stripes alternating with two 1/U inch wide red and white
candy stripe bands to act as a. measuring guide when it is necessary
to depress the skirt.
The flash unit mounts in the lower forward section of
the case.

Because of the extended EVA that will be used on Apollo 12

and beyond, NASA has requested Eastman Kodak Company to provide a
dust cover to cover the opening in the bottom of the skirt until the
astronauts are ready to use the camera.
fiberglas

]

£-,

and magnesium.

The cover is made of 0-3

It is attached to the bottom surface of

the ease with velcro tape and is automatically ejected as the skirt
is deployed.
The case and pole housing attach to the lower side of
the shutter housing.

J

assembly.

The shutter housing interfaces with the cover

The cover is attached with two suitcase type latches.

These latches also have lanyards for cover removal.

The lanyards

for the skirt are colored black and the lanyards for the cover are

]
J

colored red.

There are guides on the skirt that retain the cover

lanyards so that they won't be pulled accidentally instead of the
skirt lanyards. When the skirt is extended, the guides drop down
below the lanyards and they are free.

1
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The cover light seal incorporates

I

an "On ring for light tight integrity and also to provide some latching
tension.

l
l

The cover is made of magnesium to minimize weight.
The batteries and the control unit assembl y are mounted in

the cover • . There is a cable assembly

betwe~n

the cover and the shutter

housing that provides slack wire for cover removal.

There are four

test points in the top of the cover which are covered when not in use.
The cover also provides an interlock for the Take-up Cassette cutter

l
)

and mounting lever.

There is a bail type handle mounted to the top

of the cover which assists in installing and removing the camera from
the isolator.

There is also a handle retaining lever mounted on top

of the cover to retain the operating handle in the propeT stowed
position during the shock and vibration environments of blast off

l

and

lunar descent.

]

J
J
1
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Pole & Handle Assembly

The handle assembly for the AISCC consists of a cast grip mounted

to a two section telescoping pole.

The pole is mounted in a Vespel

housing attached to the camera body.

]

Vespel was employed as the

housing material to provide a thermal isolator between the handle and
the camera body.
The handle is retained in the stowed position by a lever att.aehed
to the camera eover.

Keyed radial grooves in each pole tube prevent

handle extension until the grip has been rotated approximately 160 degrees
to its operating position.

J

Continuations of the grooves ·along the

lengths of the tubes guide the tubes during extension and retain the
grip in proper orientation to the camera.

When the handle has been

fully extended, wire form springs detent into slots cut in eaeh tube
and lock the tubes in position.

Two slots in each tube provide redundancy

because only one detent per tube is sufficient to lock the handle in

J
J

]

place.

Black stripes on ·each tube become visible at full extension and

indicate to the astronaut that the handle has been

dep~oyed

properly.

Metal to metal contact of ps.r ts has been eliminated by the use of
tenon coatings and pla.stio to metal interfaces.
The grip contains a cycle indicating lamp, a three digit mechanical
counter and a trigger and switch.

The cyole lamp remains energized

throughout the camera cycle and warns the astronaut thAt the camera
is not ready for another exposure.

The counter is driven by a. nat spring

-168-
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attached to the trigger.

1

hermetically sealed gwitch which initiates the camera cycle.

l

The electric'al connection to the camera body is by means of a coiled

J

counter niechanism.

J
]

The trigger requires a five pound pull anc:l actuates a

cable running through the handle tubes.
As a result of the technical debriefing of the Apollo 11 crew,
NASA requested a human engineering change in the pole configuration.
This change

l

The spring cushions possible overdrive of the

Notice

#5.

was

directed to Eastman Kodak Company with Contract Change

(CCN5)

CCN5 added a twelve degree downward tilt from horizontal to
the grip.

The purpose of this change was to accomodate the restrictions

to motion imposed by the astronaut's pressure suit.

be stored with the tilt so a means of locking the grip at 12• after
deployment was provided.

The change consisted of creating pivot between

the grip and the upper pole tube.

J

The grip could not

A spring loaded wedge retains the

grip in the tilted configuration.
Access to the pole locking springs and the grip tilt looking
wedge has been provided to permit return of the handle assembly to its
stowed position.

j
1

J
J

l

l
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Vibration Isolator Support for ALSCC, P/N 2501-389

1.0 GENERAL

The prime considerations in the design of the ALSCC Vibration
Isolator support are protection for the ALSCC in the environment
described in Specification 2503-101 and ease of removal of tbe ALSCC

]

in this environment.

]

protect the ALSCC from shock and vibration during blast. off, survive the

l

The Isolator must be easily installed in the field, it must
hard vacuum of space without contaminating the ALSCC, protect the ALSCC
from shook and vibration during lunar descent and landing, and then

1

allow easy removal of' the ALSCC by a pressure sui ted astronaut.

J

(approx. 10 cps) for a short excursion, and snubbing at approximately

J

1

The original design concept was a low frequency support
50 cps.

This would be most desirable for good isolation characteristics,

but requires that the camera and the

isolator~ be

physically joined

together through the isolator spring media.
Since the requirement of easy access to the camera would not
allow any attachment to the camera, high energy absorbing butyl rubber
pads were used to clamp the camera in position and to provide damping
and attenuation of shook and vibration inputs.

J

J

]
]

Several attempts were made to mainta.i n camera support while
using a low frequency mount by varying the configuration of' the rubber pads,
but the clamping forces required to support the camera dictate an isolator
natural frequency in the 50 cps range.
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l
l

The location of the camera supports with respect to its center
of gravity causes a slight rotational mode about the axis
to the camera X axis.

perpendic~

This mode i s controlled by the lower snubber

mounted to the inner dish of the MESA structure.

Two different

configura tions were tried before reaching the optimum configuration.

]

2. 0

1

are performance, construction, and reliability.

]
]
1

l

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The three main areas to be considered in the isolator design
The final design is

supported by both theoretical and empirical da.t a.

2.1 PERFORMANCE
To allow ease of removal, the AI.SCC can only be mounted in
a manner which does not require bolt or screw removal on the lunar surface.
We have chosen to elamp the ALSCC with butyl rubber pads which provide
shock and vibration isolation as well as mounting.

Butyl rubber was

used because of its high energy absorbing characteristics (damping)
and i ts campatability in a hard vacuum.
The isolator is designed so that a.ccess to the ALSCC is
provided by removing a ball detent pin and lifting the locking bar at the
top of the isolator. When this is done, the ALSCC can be pulled straight

]

out of the isolator without further operations.

The isolator remains

in the MESA.
All moving parts have tenon coating to prevent cold welding

1

J

in a vacuum, with the exception of pivots which have Vespel bushings,

and t he locking bar which is tenon impregnated , (hard anodize

coated~.

The hard anodize coating is used on the locking bar beeause of the high
pressure generated at the locking lug.
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2.2

CONSTRUCTION
To provide a very light weight but stiff structure, the isolator

1

body and top plate are dip brazed aluminum construction.
and the lower snubber are molded butyl rubber.

The rubber pads

All other parts are

]

machined aluminum except for pivots which are stainless steel.

I

2. 3 RELIABILITY
All dip brazed structures are X-rayed to inspect brazed joints,
and samples from each dip brazed assembly are hardness tested to insure
that the heat treatment is satisfactory.
All purchased items and processes are cleared through EKCo•s

l

reliability group for dependability and compatibility in a vacuum.

1

acceptance test ie performed on all units except the two original completely

]

A complete acceptance inspection test as well as a vibration

machined prototype units.
Engineering vibration tests were also perfonned to insure
that protection is provided to the ALSCC.

]

3.0

DESIGN CALCULATIONS

Stress and dynamic analysis have been performed to prove the
performance and reliability of the isolator and to insure that excessive
loads are not transferred to the MESA structure.

J

J
1

]
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J

SECTION IX

]

]

ALSCC HARDWARE
G.

ELECTRICAL SECTION

l

J

J
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Final Technical Report
Electrical Section ALSCC

[

r
1.0 GENERAL
The ALSCC electrical system is divided into

4 sub-Uo1stems.

They are the Power Supply, the Control Unit, the Light Source and the
Motor and Solenoid.
The ALSCC electrical system design is optimized to provide
the ALSCC with Power and Logic for worst case lunar envirorunental operating
conditions.
2.0 SUB-SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1

POWER

~UPPLY

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The critical areas that were eonsidered during t.he design of
the ALSCC Power Supply were the weight to energy ratio of the batteries,

[

charge retention properties a.nd the operating envirorunent characteristics
of the batteries.
The battery that best suited the ALSCC power requirements
was the Sealed Nickel-Cadmium cell.

The Nickel-Cadmium cell is a

rechargeable battery that is free of the routine maintenance and
has good operating performance characteristics over the temperature range
of -5•F to 120°F.

The battery is hermetically sealed, thus enabling

good performance at the pressure extremes and exhibits excellent charge
retention over a three month period,.

Also the battery can be cycled many

times without changing ita operating characteristics.

[
[
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The Nickel-Cadmium battery selected for the ALSCC Power Supply
was the Eveready 5/BH$00.

l

The ALSCC Power Supply utilizes four of these

batteries in a series parallel arrangement to provide a. nominal 12.) volt\
supply with a 367 MAH capacity based on a three month storage period
and a 320 Ma discharge rate at ·the extreme operating temperatures.

POWER SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION

2.1.1

The ALSCC Power Supply is located in the cover assembly.

[

The Power Supply batteries are encapsulated in a resilient potting
material which provides the batteries with the required structural
support and a minimum stress during the battery charge and discharge

[

cycle.

The potting material around the batteries also provides the

necessary electrical ineula.tion to prevent the battery from shorting

[

against the cover housing.

l

2.1.2

RELIABILITY
Design philosophy, calculations and extensive testing on

the ALSCC power supply substantiate that the power supply will provide

[

the ALSCC with the required energy reserve and redundancy to insure
electrical power at extreme -ALSCC operating conditions.
2.2

CONTROL UNIT DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The control unit contains the circuit- which generates

the 100 millisecond solenoid pulse and the logic which programs the
film advance motor.

The original control unit concept as shown by

figure 2.2A wa.s a simple switching system, programmed by 1the ' fil.m .advance
motor only.

L

The shutter was released by a mechanical linkage coupled

to the mechanism assembly.

The concept offered the advantages of low
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cost, simplicity and minimum parts used.

The major disadvantage of the

concept was that the shutter release was delayed approximately one second

r

after the trigger switch was actuated.
The control unit was redesigned so that the delay from
trigger switch actuation to shutter release
control unit as shown by figure

~

WfS

minimized.

The redesigned

is basically a monosta.b le relay

driver, which generates a 100 millisecond pulse when the trigger switch
is actuated.

The 100 millisecond pulse energizes the Ll shutter

solenoid and latches the K1 latching relay to energize the film advance
motor.

At the completion of the film advance cycle, the latching relay

is reset to the"offttposi tion by a cam operated
the mechanism assembly.

~e~etically

sealed s:witch mounted on

Protection against inadvertent triggering of

the shutter solenoid is obtained by the inhibit circuits which deactivate
the control unit pulse generator during the film advance cycle.
2.2.1 CONSTRUCTION

l

The control unit circuit board was designed to comply
with the manufacturing standards of Eastman Kodak 401-119.

Since the

control unit must be contoured to fit in the upper section of the camera
cover a.ssembly and be of minimum weight and maximum stiffness, the
control unit was constructed ot' .. OL.Qtt.1aluminum sheet stock.

The electrical

components and connecting conductors are soldered to teflon insulated
pins which are pressed into the contoured aluminum board.

All small

electrical components and bare electrical surfaces are coated with RTV

3140 which serves a.s an insulating and bonding agent.

The major

components such as large resistors, oapaoi tors and transistors moe secured
to the component board With an epoxy cement.

l
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J

2.2.2

1

1

RELIABILITY
All components used on the control unit assembly were selected

from the Reliability Approved Parts List, EK 401-113, or were soreeneo
by the Eastman Kodak Parts Reliability Engineering Department as approved
parts for the intended application.
Extensive precautions were obsel"Ved to insure that the
selected components, materials and assembly techniques were compatible

l

with the environmental extremes to which the camera will be subjected.
Breadboard testing, stress calculation and worst case
predictions insure that the control unit will survive and perform in the
lunar environment.

1
1

2.3

LIGHT SOURCE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The major considerations during the design of the ALSCC

Light Source were size, weight, power consumption, performance and
reliability.

]
J

Preliminary testing with a semi-helical flashtube indicated
that a 20 watt-Sec. Light Source would be required to provide the desired
light level for the ALSCC.

The physical dimensions of the required

energy storage capacitor for a 20 watt-Sec. Light Source exceeded the
space and weight budget allotted for the ALSCC Light Source.

I
J

testing with a linear flashtube and a modified reflector showed that a
Light Source with a energy level of 8.1 watt-Seconds will previde the
required light level for the ALSCC.

I
J
J

Further
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2.3.1 ELECTRICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The major sub-systems for the ALSCC Light Source as shown
in figure 2.3A are

t~e

DC/DC converter, voltage sensor, energy storage

element and the flashtube-trigger circuit.
The original OC/DC converter considered for the Light
Source as shown in Fig. 2. 3C was a two transistor push-pull oscillator.

1

1

J

1
J

A converter of this type uses the transistors efficiently, giving maximum
power output for a given peak load current.

The converter transformer

for a push-pull oscillator is readily available as an off the shelf
item.

However, the push-pull oscillator has several disadvantages.

Since the load for the converter is a large capacitor, an induotor or a
resistor must be placed in series with the capacitor to limit the
charging current.
P.roblem to the

A large series inductor imposes a serious weight

AL~cc.

Resistor current limiting is inefficient, for

example it can reduce an

8>%

converter efficiency to

u2%.

Another

]

disadvantage of the push-pull oscillator converter is that it is difficult

J

overrule the advantages of the push-pull oscillator as a high voltage

to shut off, or be programmed to an idle mode.

SUch disadvantages

converter for the Light Source.
A converter configuration which can be

J

effic~ently

used

to charge a large capacitor is a ringing choke or the blocking oscillator
o.f' '6.5%

converter.

The blocking oscillator converter has an

compared to

B>% for the push-pull oscillator converter, but it has the

e.f't~cienoy

advantage that low loss current limiting is inherent in the circuit,
thus a greater overall

effi~iency

can be realized with the blocking

oscillator converter.
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Figure 2.3B shows the complete Light Source circuit.
The major sub-systems are the regulator circuit, the blocking oscillator,

1

l
]

the power ·driver stage, the energy storage element, the trigger stage
and the flashtube.
2.3.2

CIRCUIT OPERATION

2.3.2.1 CONVERTER/REGULATOR
Transistor Q6

2.3B) is a awttch that controls the

(~ure

current in the primary winding of Tl.
furnishes the emitter drive for Q6.

The feedback winding of Tl
The bias winding of Tl determines

the "ON" and "OFF" times of the blocking oscillator.

The "ON" and "OFFn

times are set by the selection of RlO which sets the bias winding to the

J

correct flux level.
The Ql, Tl blocking oscillator stage drives the Q7, T2
power stage.

The positive pulses on the base of the Q? transistor drive

the collector ciroui t into ·s aturation.

During the "ON" time or the

saturation period, energy is drawn from the supply and is stored in
the primary inductance of T2.

Because the polarity of the secondary

voltage does not permit rectifier CR9 to conduct, the transformer
secondary winding is open circuited during the conduction period of Q7.
Thus the collector load during the conduction period is the primary

J

inductance of T2.

The collector-primary current increa.ses until it

reaches a maximum value which is determined by the base drive to
transistor Q7. At the insta.nt the transistor starts to move out of its

J
J

saturation condition the current and the voltage a.cross the primary

of T2 rapidly decreases.

The circuit starts to ring resulting i.n a
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.J

1

reverse voltage across the T2 transformer.

At this instant the diode CR9

starts to conduct and transfers the energy stored in the inductance of

l
1

T2 to the energy storage capacitor.

In this manner, the energy is stored

in the primary inductance .of ·T2
. while Q7 is "ON" and ·is transferred to
the energy storage capacitor while Q7 is "OFF''.

The peak load current

is much smaller than the peak 07 current because the T2 secondary has
many more turns than the T2 primary, thus there is a conservation of
ampere-tums as Q7 switches from ON to OFF.

When the charging current

to the energy storage capacitor diminishes to zero, the Q9 current sense
circuit switches Q6 on again and the cycle of operation repea.t s.
When the voltage across the energy storage capacitor
reaches 2$0 volts, the voltage camparitor circuit _Q l, Q2, 03 and Ok swiiohes

]

off t he Q$ transistor which 'places the Q6 transistor into cn ' inhibit '
mode.

As the voltage across the energy storage capacitor drops

(less than 241 volts), the Q6 transistor is. cycled ;t:>a.ck on again charging

J

the energy storage capacitor back up a.g ain to 2$0

V

which in turn shuts

the converter off again.
The time required to transfer the energy :from the T2
primary inductance to the energy storage capacitor depends on the voltage
across the storage capacitor and the turns ratio of T2.

It is yery

undesirable to start a new blocking oscillator cycle before the energy
stored in the inductance of 'l'2 is discharged.

The current sense circt it,

Q9 prevents starting a new cycle until the energy stored in T2 is
transferred to the energy storage ca.p acitor.

J
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]

1

l

2.3.2.2 FLASHTUBE/TRIGGER MODULE
The energy storage element is a 250V, 260 MFD Type 601D216
Sprague Capacitor.

The stored energy is released into the flashtube

w1 thin a 200 microsecond period.

]

is approximately 280 amperes.

The peak current during the arc discharge

The arc discharge is initiated by a series

injected 7500 volt trigger pulse which ionizes the xenon gas in the
flashtube.
The nominal flashtube light output during the arc discharge
is 16 candle-seconds,for an energy input of 10 joules.

The expected

flashtube life at 16 candle-seconds is.20,000 discharges.
The flashtube trigger pulse is initiated by applying a
switch closure between the E4 and the E3 terminals.

The switch closure

signal fires the QB SCR which discharges capacitor 08 thru the primary
winding of the T3 trigger transformer.

The trigger.pulse is injected

across the flashtube, which ionizes the tube gas initiating a gaseous
arc di scha.r ge within the flashtube.
The blocking inductor L2 provides a high impedance path

1

to prevent loading of the trigger circuit by the energy storage capacitor
and the regulator input circuit.

A recent revision to the regula.t or

input circuit removed the Cl capacitor from the regulator input to
prevent coupling of the high voltage trigger induced transients intp the
input of the regulator transistors.

J

J
J

2.3.3 REFLECTOR DESIGN
The reflector design is optimized to produce a light level
of 460 candle-seconds with a flashtube energy input of 10 joules.
The flashtube is oriented in the reflector to provide a uniform beam over
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J

1
l
l
l

a 3.20 x 3.00 area incident on a plane along a line 27° from the normal to the lens
as shown ·by figure 2·;]. 3C.
2.J.b

CONSTRUCTION
The Light Source is divided into four sub-assemblies, which

are the printed circuit board assembly, the trigger module, the energy
storage element and the reflector assembly.
The four sub-assemblies a.re housed in a molded fiber glas

l

housing which is contoured to fit in the Camera Ca.se Assembly,

The Light

Source is secured to the Case Assembly with four mounting screws which
pick up rigid mounting points within the Light Source Assembly.

]

2.3.5

F~LIABILITY

All electrical components used in .t he Light Source were
·screened by the Eastman Kodak Company Parts Reliability Engineering

J

Department.
The printed circuit board construction and the assembly
method used in the soldering and the securing of components to the circuit

J

board comply to the Eastman Kodak bOl-119, Manufacturing Standards.
A complete acceptance test which includes electrical
testing, exposures at environmental extremes and light level measurements
is conducted on all units prior to acceptance of the Light Source for use
in the ALSCC.

2.4 HOTOR

A~ID

SOLENOID SELECTION CRITERION

2 .4.1 MOTOR

The prime considerations in the selection of the motor for

J

the ALSCC mechanism were- the speed-torque requirements, electrical
characteristics, size and weight, operating environment, quality and
reliability, and schedule.
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l
1

The schedule did not allow adequate time to select a motor
which was optimized for 12V de operation.

A readily available 28V de

motor was selected from the LOl-113 Reliability Approved Parts

Li~t

which

meet·s 'the _ALSCC speed-torque requirements at 12V de.

l
l

Since brush type de motors do not normally perform
well at low pressures, it was necessary to Vac Kote Lubricate the motor
electrical cammutating surfaces and all dynamic mechanical mating surfaces
to attain the desirea confidence level that the motor will reliably

1

perform when exposed to the lunar atmosphere.

]

2.4.1.1 DESIGN CALCULATIONS
Dynamic analysis and emperical data from extensive testing
substantiate that the motor will perform a.t worst case operating condi tiona

J

J
J

a.t the extreme environmental exposure.
2.4.2

SOLENOID
The selection of the solenoid was based on force and

displacement requirements of the conceptual design of the ALSCC Shutter
Mechanism.
The shutter star wheel requires a

J
J

.125 inch displacement to release the shutter.

4 oz. force for a
The time line on the

ALSCC cycle for shutter release is 100 milliseconds after trigger switch
is actuated.

Based on the

u oz.

force and the .12.5 inch displacement

within a time period of 100 milliseconds, the calculated electrical
power required to turn the shutter star wheel is 14.6 watts input to
the shutter solenoid at ambient temperature.

J

)
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1

l

2.L.2.1 RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Since the shutter solenoid is subjected to operating at an

1

extremely low pressure, the solenoid plunger and the solenoid bore were

1

plunger cold welding to the solenoid wall.

Va.c Kote 'tubrica.ted. to eliminate the possibility of the solenoid

2.L.2.2 DESIGN CALCULATIONS
Design calcula.t ions and empirical data substantiate that

l

the solenoid complies with the design criterion of the shutter mechanism.

]

3.0

]

ca.se operating conditions.

l
J

Sm~RY A~ID

CONCLUSIONS

The AL5CC electrical design has been tested under worst
The testing included exposure to temperature

extremes at reduced pressure, shock and vibration, and humanly induced
failure modes due to inadvertent operation of the ALSCC.
Results of this testing indicate that the electrical design
performs all functions required by the specifica.tions with an adequate
safety factor.

J

1

J
J
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SECTION X
STOWAGE SIMULATOR

1

]
1

J
j

j
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Final Technical Report
Stowage Simulator

1.0 GENERAL

]

The Stowage Simulator per NAS 9-9094 Exhibit A Statement
of Work, Paragraph 5.2.3 is a complete physical simulation of the
Flight article including representation of weight;

J

c~nter

of gravity

and outer envelope.
2.0 CONSTRUCTION OF AI.SCC ST<l>JAGE SIMULATOR
The Stowage Simulator (see appendix) was built using
cherry wood for all parts except the handle and pole which were
fabricated from aluminum.

Flight hardware was used for the latches,

interlocks and cover handle.

A metal weight was added to bring the

total weight and center of gravity up to an estimated weight and

J

J

center of gravity.
3. 0

CENTER OF GRAVITI

3.0.1 Fixture for Determining Center of Gravity
A fixture for determining center of graVity for the ALSCC
Stowage Simulator was Made using a sheet of 1/4 inch plywood by
13" x 19" and four Chatilion 6 pound scales attached to the plywood

J

]

by nylon cork (see appendix).

Supports were added to the plywood base

such that when the ALSCC Stowage Simulator is placed on ite side it
is parallel to the plywood.

J
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l
l

3.0.2 Method of Determining Center of Gravity
In order to calculate the center of gravity, a reference point

on the

]

AL~CC

Stowage Simulator was taken.

the center of the base of the skirt.

This point was chosen

~t

The position of the reference

point of the ALSCC Stowage Simulator was then measured with respect
to the supporting four corners.

1

supporting scales were then recorded both before and after the Stowage
Simulator was placed on the Fixture for Determining Center of Gravity.
A correction

1
)

]
J

]
1

J
]

The weight value.s at the four

w~s

made for the weight of the stowage Simulator alone

at the four supporting corners.

Using the weights at the four corners

and the distances from the reference point, the sum of the moments,
divided by the weight of the camera, was detennined for all three
axes of the Stowage Simulator.

The three coordinates of the center of

gravity were determined with the Stowage Simulator located on the
Fixture in an upright position and also on its side.

L.O SUMMARY
The Stowage Simulator ALSCC 2501-123 was built from requirements
dictated in the contract NAS 9-9094.

It consisted of a simulated

Flight ALSCC in the stowage configuration.

Stowage Simulator ALSCC has met all requirements in that no report
to the contrary has been received from the customer.

1

1
J
1

It is assumed that the
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SECTION XI
SIMULATED TRAINING MODEL

J
]
j

J
J

J
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Final Technical Report
Simulated Training Model

1.0 GENERAL

The Simulated Training Model was requested by NASA per NAS

l
1

Contract 9-9094 CCN#2.

It was to be an operational training unit built

to simulate the approximate lunar weight with prime exterior configuration.
The unit was also to include a retractable handle, a simulated coverbase cabling and an operable skirt.
Since the STR-1 simulated lunar weight, as near as practical,
CG, and configuration it could be used to facilitate training under actual

J

usage condi tiona.

l

2. 0 CONSTRUCTION OF ALSCC SIMULATED TRAINING MODEL

J

instances, modified component parts.

J

modifications were

J

).0 SUMMARY

J
)
1

The Si:mulated Training Model was built using, in most
The parts were modified using

red line drawings and sketches to conserve engineering cost.
rt~cessary

The

to reduce component weight.

The Simulated Training Model ALSCC 2$01-241 STRl was built
to the prime exterior configuration.

The unit design included a

retractable handle, operable skirt and removable cover.

The weight

goal of 1.$ pounds could not be attained without an involved product
redesign.

Best efforts balancing delivery time, weight and cost

resulted in an earth unit weight of h.O lbs.
h.O DELIVERY TO CUSTOMER

J
J

The Simulated Training Model was delivered to Manned
Space Center, Houston, Texas July 6, 1969.
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TRAINING MODELS
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Final Technical Report
Training Model

1.0

GENERAL

As part of the overall ALSCC contract, Eastman Kodak Co.
fabricated four units to be used for training astronauts and technicians
on the use and care of the instrument.

These training units reflected

all of the configuration and operational parameters of the flight
hardware, deviating only as necessary to expedite delivery for the
earlier models.

2.0 DEVIATIONS FROM FLIGHT
2.1

Training Unit TR-1
Training unit TR-1 was fabricated on an expedition basis to

J

J
]

J
J

supply a vehicle for training crews as soon as possible in a program
already critical in delivery scheduling.

allowed as well as a oamplete relaxation of the part qualification
requirement.

j
1

No functional deviation regarding operation and

configuration was allowed.

A listing of the major differences between TR-1 and flight
hardware follows.

(If non-qualification was the only deviation, it

is not included)

1. Mechanism gears were fabricated from delrin rather
than of Vespel.

J

J

Material substitution was

2.

The electronics circuitry was designed and fabricated
fran available components to perform per flight hardware
pa.rametsrs. Some general redesign was required as pert
availability dictated.
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3. No Vac-Kote lubrication was applied to the drive motor
and shutter solenoid.

This

l~brication

provides component

wear protection in a vacuum atmosphere.

4. Standard non-sealed micro switches were used 1n place
of the relatively long-lead hermetically sealed
Texa.s Instrument switches.

1

5.

l

Delrin was substituted for Vespel in the handle pole
and shutter mechanisms design.

6. A commercial type cork neoprene combination was used

1

for the tendency drive clutch.

]

7.

1
]

It should be noted that the TR-1 unit was successfully used

J

The counter was of a commercial grade altered as necessary
to duplicate flight operation and display.

by astronauts Aldrin, Armstrong and Lovell in a series of vacuum
chamber tests at MSC.
2.2

TR-1, TR-2, TR-3, TR-4
All of the training units deviated from

th~

flight units in

that heavier skirt springs were provided in the skirt deployment design
to compensate for the six to one gravity ratio (Earth to Hoon).
This more or less duplicated the operational feel in the training mode.

l
J

j

Also due to the difference in light reflectivity, lunar
to earth surface, a filter assembly was included as part of the
training model packages.

Photographic results on earth could then

be correlated with lunar photography.

]
]
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surfa~e

2.3 TR-2, TR-3, TR-4
All other facets of TR-2, TR-3, and

TR-4

were of flight

configuration except those mentioned in paragraph 2.2.
3. 0

DOCUMENTATIOO

3.1 Manual
A detailed operating anQ servicing manual was prepared to
support personnel training.

J

1

with regard

This manual contained all detail information

to film handling, filter ·usage, return to stowage after

use, battery handling, camera and isolator installation in the MESA
pallet, and general mission operating parameters.

The text is

complimented with a series of illustrations.

3.2 Parts List

1

A detailed listing of all components used is compiled in
an assembly breakdown list.

This parts list also incUcates the

substitution areas, denoting both the substitute part and t he flight

l
I

part cross-indexed.
Parts lists were prepared for TR-1, TR-2 and one list served
for TR- 3 and TR-4.

4.0

DELIVERY

Unit delivery was initially realized as follows •.

]

TR-1 - 5/3/69
rR-2 - 5/23/69
TR-3 - 10/7/69

TR-4 - 10/7/69
All units were delivered ahead of the anticipated schedule.

J
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5.0

l
l
]
J

l
]
1

]
J

J

UNIT REFURBISHING
5ol General Service
TR-1 and TR-2 were repaired in the field several times.

Failure of the units, although not documented, resulted in all eases
from misuse as familiarity with the units was being experienced by
NASA personnel.

Such things as not properly assembling the cover

allowing the electrical cable to become meshed in the gears, apparent
disaesembly by inexperienced people, improper battery care resulting
in enough voltage necessary to drive the motor but not ample to
release the shutter solenoid; thus causing the shutter drive springs to be
overwound and broken . .. These units were expeditiously repaired,
sometimes by crews supporting c 2 ~ activity or delivering 1.mits to KSC.
5.2

CCN 5 and CCN 6
CCN 5 altered the handle configuration as suggested by the

Apollo 11 crew in their debriefing, and allowed a larger base area
to improve stability when the camera. is set on

t~e

lunar surface.

CCN 6 added a dust cover to the camera. skirt to insure a
clean optical system after sitting undeployed on the lunar surface for
possibly as much as 15 hours.
Training units TR-1 and TR-2 were returned to Eastman Kodak
Company for CCN 5 and CCN 6 inclusion.
reworked to include the

cc~

Units TR-3 and TR-4 were

revisions prior to initial delivery.

TR-1 and TR-2 were returned to NASA with CCN 5 and 6 as follows.

J

TR-1 - 10/20/69
TR-2

- ·10/7/69

J

J
1
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SECTION XIII
SUPPORT EFFORTS
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Final Technical Report
Supnort Efforts

1.0

c2F2 AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, LEM

5 AND 6

On April 17, 1969, Eastman Kodak Company personnel hand carried

the prototype camera and isolator to the Kennedy Space Center to support

1

1
1

1
)
J

]

a Crew Compatibility Fit and Function (c2~) demonstration.

Prior to

this, no flight crew had seen the equipment.
The camera and isolator were received by KSC and Grumman
quality control and displayed in the clean roam.

The Apollo 12 crew

comprised of Conrad, Bean, and Gordon along with the back up crew
viewed the camera-isolator di splay and were given operational instructions
by Kodak personnel.

Following the demonstration in the clean roam, the isolator
and camera were transported t o the assembly area to be mated with the
LE."i 6 'MESA pallet.

The LEM 6 is used on the Apollo 12 mission.

In this exercise, the isolator was assembled in the pallet and the
camera, in turn, was assembled

in~o

the isolator.

'!be Kodak personnel

demonstrated the correct camera removal technique, and flight crew and
back up crew practiced the camera removal under Kodak surveillance.

The

1

j

isolator and camera were then removed from the MESA pallet

and returned to the bond room.

The bond room ie the section of the

clean roam where equipment is registered and stored.

J
J

]
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On April 21, 1969 the camera and isolator were transported

1

to the Vertical Assembly Building (VAB).

Here, Kodak personnel entered

1

the Apollo 11 Saturn vehicle at the 250 foot level to stow the isolator
The LEM is stowed at this level in the

1

in the LEM 5 MESA pallet.
Saturn LEM Adapter (SLA).

Since the ALSCC is installed

by . G~,

Kodak trained two Grumman technicians in the proper mode of assembly.
Grumman
removal.

o.c.

personnel also were briefed on the camera assembly and

After this exercise, the oamera and isolator were returned

to the clean roam, released from bonded storage, and hand carried back
to Eastman Kodak Company.

l
l

The c2F2 support was well reoei ved by the astronauts and
other responsible personnel.
2.0

EQUIPMENT D'EMONSTRATION, HOUSTON (EVA)

An equipment demonstration was presented at the EVA conducted
in Building 9, MSC, Houston.

J

were in attendance.

NASA officials fram Headquarters and MSC

These included such personnel as Dr. Mueller,

Dr. Lowe, Gilruth, General Phillips, Lee Scherer,

o.

Nicks, George Hage,

Dr. Reisler, Astronaut Lind, Deke Slayton, Werner von Braun and many

J
J

]

]
]

o.t hers.

The two astronauts who presented the demonstration were Aldt"tn

and Armstrong.
The ALSCC was placed in the pallet removal configuration,
then readied and handed to Dr. Mueller who took several pictures.
He stated that if the unit was simple enough for him to take pictures
without instructions, he was certain the astronauts would be able to

-20L-

]

include it in their EVA and that he would reoammend such action. Aldrin
and Armstrong saw the unit, however, they were unable to operate it
because of lack of time.

3.0 EVA FilM DELIVERY
Photographs taken by Dr. Mueller at the EVA were hand carried

l

to Houston on 24 April.

This action was taken at the request of

Mr. D. Hall who stated that Dr. Lowe and Astronaut Armstrong would not
sign stowage acceptance for LFM 5 unless they could see for themselves

]

whether or not the photographs were good.

1

afternoon, 25 April.

1
J
J

The venture appeared to be

successful as the ALSCC was signed on the LEM 5 stowage list Friday

4 .o VACUUM CHAMBER TEST AT MANNED SPACE CENTER, HOUS'l'ON TEXAS
Eastman Kodak Company supported an astronauts training program
at the Manned Space Center (MSC) May 5 thru May 10. The Kodak
participation included briefing the astronauts and technicians on the
camera usage, observing the suited astronauts using the camera in a
vacuum chamber, and evaluation of the film exposed during the exercise.
Participating astronauts included Haise, Aldrin, Annstrong, and
Lovell.

I
1

They operated the camera in a vacuum environment, 1 x lo-5 Torr.

The camera temperature was controlled at 35• to 4o•F by special storage
facility.

A sun angle of approximately 15• was simulated in the chamber.

The astronauts indicated that in this lighting condition both the
camera counter and indicator lamp were clearly visible.
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l
l

In summary, the camera was tested for a total of .35 minutes
in a thermal/vacuum environment.

The testing included all operations

except removal of the camera fran the MESA structure.

All astronauts

involved in the testing had little difficulty in handling and operating
the camera and took approximately bO pictures.

Camera operation

remained normal throughout the entire test period even though the
camera used was not flight hardware and was not vacuum compatible.

5.0 SKIRT DUST TEST
At the ALSCC Crittca.l Design Review, it was suggested by
Mr. Gold, Cornell University, and NASA, that Eastman Kodak Company

]

perform a test to verity the design integrity of the ALSCC skirt under
severe dusting conditions.
The section of the ALSCC in question was assembled and
transported to Cornell University for test.

J

J

The test was performed in a

'laboratory which contained a box of "simulated lunar dust".

The A!.SCC

skirt was exercised under extremeworst case conditions in this dust.
Using this test data, it was determined that the ten pound
training spr.ings and five pound flight spring adequately deployed the
skirt under severe dusting conditions.

The two pound flight springs

were deleted from design consideration.

J

]

6.0 DELIVERY OF F-1 AND F-2 TO KSC
The first flight units of the ALSCC F-1 and F-2, were hand
carried to Kennedy Space Center on June 9, 1969.

This delivery culminated

an accelerated effort by Eastman Kodak Company enabling NASA to support
Apollo 11 with flight hardware.

The original philosophy agreed upon

J

j
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by Kodak and NASA created a delivery goal of June 10 for the first two
flight cameras.

Since the June lOth delivery a.ppeared remote at the

start of this contract, NASA had agreed to accept prototype hardware
built from sketches to support Apollo 11.

The design and prototype

testing had progressed so rapidly that in April, Kodak.decided to support

]

the Apollo 11 mission with flight hardware.
7.0

LAUNCH SUPPORT - KSC, FLIGHT UNITS 1 AND 2

]

1

Support for the July Apollo 11 launch involved Eastman Kodak
Company support in June since the camera is stowed prior to .fueling the
Saturn V.

The camera is carried in the LEM, which in turn, is mounted

1

in the Saturn LEK Adapter ( SLA).

]

The rocket is ••buttoned up" for fueling approximately 30 days prior to

J

]

The SLA is part of the Saturn V rocket.

launch.
Kodak personnel hand carried loaded Flight i and 2 supply
cassettes fran Rochester to KSC on June 18 , 1969.

Flight 1 and 2

cameras were loaded June 19 and 20 using these cassettes. As part of
'
the loading procedure, the batteries in both cameras were triokle charged
overnight.

The film loading and battery charging were performed as

prescribed in the AL~ C Pre-Installation Acoeptance Procedure (PIA).

]

Prior to the PIA, Eastman Kodak Co. incorporated some changes
approved by NASA after Flight 1 and 2 delivery to KSC.

These changes

included replacing the lanyard velcro to facilitate pulling the lanyard;

J

and an interlock bracket was removed to facilita.te camera removal from
the isolator.

The lanyard change was requested by Neil Armstrong and

the bracket removal change was fostered by Eastman Kodak Company.

J

]

These changes as well as general operating techniques
Armstrong and "Buzz" Aldrin on June 20.
met with their approval.

~re

shown to Neil

The changes and camera operation
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8.0 MISSION SUPPOOT AT MSC

Flight Unit Model 1 was launched on the Apollo 11 mission

1

l

from the Kennedy Space Center on 16 July 1969.

The unit was successfully

used during the moon landing EVA Sunday evening.
estimated that 30 photographs were taken.

Armstrong and Aldrin

Neil ArmBtrong stated that

he observed the flash and cycle light operation for all exposures.
EK was represented at the Manned Spacecraft Center

]

Mission Control during the EVA.

l

A special Science Committee Viewing

Room had been set up in Room 897, Bldg. 2 at MSC.

A monitor, instrumentation

data, commercial TV and some 33 geologists -were in the room.
When the film was processed, it was found that the
astronauts actually took twenty stereo pairs.

Two and one half were lost

since they did not actuate the camera three times to move the exposed film

]
j

J

into the Take-up Cassette.
9. 0

WHITE

SANDS TESTING
The Apollo 11 EVA consisted of apnroximately three

the lunar surface.

hour~

on

The ALSCC was removed from the LEM for only roughly

one hour during this exercise.

This implies worst case lunar exposure

for only one hour.

J

The Apollo 12 mission will include approximately twenty five
hours on the lunar surface with two "moon walks" spaced twelve and
one half hours apart.

Since the ALSCC will be removed from the MESA

during the first walk and set on the lunar surface, the thermal
parameters will be more severe.

Usage of the ALSCC is scheduled for the

second walk.

J

]
]
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Original contractural requirements and specifications reflected
a thermal environment of 20°F to 120•F.

Eastman KOdak actually -subjected

the ALSCC Qualification model to a 10•F to 12o•F environment with no
performance degradation and tested mechanism operation between -10• and + 150•F.
Apparently in£ormation received by NAS* after the initial
ALSCC specification and also work concerning the Apollo 12 time line,
prompted interest in the camera reaction to a more severe thermal
environment.

NASA requested that Kodak

suppor~on

a consultant bas i s,

a test subjecting the ALSCC qualification model t o the revised thermal

I

parameters.

Kodak concurred and submitted the requested model for test.
The tests were performed at White Sands, New Mexico.

On July

lh, 1969, the qualification model was delivered by Kodak personnel

and t he test was at that time reviewed and critiqued by Kodak engineers.
Departure from the original testing included a thermal range of -2o•F

J

to 150•F, handle and pole operation at varying temperatures, and trigger
and skirt operation at varying temperatures.
On July 27, 1969, Kodak engineering reviewed the test set-up

and changed t he hardware concept in several areas where camera damage

)

J
]
1
J

J

]

could possibly occur.

During this ·visit the camera was loaded with

film and prepared for test.

Pri or to loading,thermocouples

w~re

added

as prescribed in the test procedure.
On August 12, 1969, Kodak engineering visited 'White Sands to

monitor the camera performance during the cold cycle of the testing.
At t his ttme, the testing had t o be aborted when the ALSCC temperature
reached -l•F. With the tank pressure at )xlo-4 TORR, the cooling of the
A~qcc

seemed to reach an equilibrium and continued soaking did not

reduce temperature.

The camera cycle at this time was 24 seconds; .30 seconds

constituted a failure.
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1

It was decided to complete the cold phase of the test in a

reduced but not vacuum-type atmosphere. With the addition of this
atmosphere, the test was completed.

As predicted and documented by

Kodak prior to any testing at White Sands, the ALSCC cycle exceeded

JO secon4s at -5"F (actually exceeded 90 seconds).

1
1

Performance was

restored as the temperature was raised with little or no hysteresis
at any temperature value.
During the hot phase of the testing, the temperature was
raised to 15o•F and no perfonnance degradation was noted.
witness the hot

phas~

After the

Kodak did not

of testing.
~Ihite

Sands t est completion, the ALSCC was returned

1

to Kodak and Kodak quality control retested the camera to assure

l

operational integrity.

J

J
1

All post-test phases of the camera function were found to be
the same as the PRE -TEST data.

10.0 APOLLO 12 BENCH CHECK
On September 22, 1969, Eastman Kodak Company supported the
Apollo 12 bench check using the AI.SCC F-4.

The unit was hand· carried to

KSC for the demonstration and returned to Eastman Kodak

~ompany

after

use.

J

The bench check is essentially the only opportunity the
astronauts have to view their flight equipment prior to stowage.
Astronauts in attendance were Charles Conrad, AllB:Il Bean, Richard Gordon
and David Scott.

Since all of tbe astronauts were famillar with the

basic camera design and usage, attention was mainly directed toward

)

j
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1
1

1
1

J
1

the handle change, the skirt change, and the dust cover addition.
changes and the addition had not previously been seen by the Apollo
crews.

to the Apollo 12 projected usage.

simulating usage and each expounded favorably on not only the swift
reaction time of Kodak but also the adequacy of the changes.
11.0 DELIVERY OF F3 AND F4 TO KSC

to KSC on 29 September 1969.

4 for Apollo 12 were hand carried

F-3 was used during the Apollo 12

1

were encountered, and both flight and back-up crews commented on the

J

j
J

1

ALSCC flight units 3 and

c2f2

J

1

Each astronaut handled the camera

1

J

1

The changes were predicated by the Apollo 11 crew debriefing and

the dust cover addition suggested by Kodak and authorized by NASA due

1

1

These

test on 1 October.

Kodak personnel supported the test.

No problems

ease of withdrawing the ALSCC from the MESA.
12.0 LAUNCH SUPPORT APOLLO 12 KSC
As in Apollo 11, flight support for

~pollo

12 involved Eastman

Kodak Company approximately one month prior to lift-off.
as originally contracted was modified to include the
the pre-installation acceptance procedure (PIA).

The support

impae~entation

of

This PIA provides for

performance check, battery charging and film loading.
On October 16, 17, 1969 the PIA was performed as documented

and the test strip samples removed per the procedure.

Processing these

test strips along with test strips from the same roll removed in Rochester
is the responsibility of NASA.

The PIA is not considered closed until

the strips are processed and inspected for film integrity.

13.0 DELTA PIA
On October 20 NASA notified Eastman Kodak Company that the

film test strips had been lost in processing.

'!bey requested that

Eastman Kodak Company personnel genera.te a procedure for removing
additional test strips and return to KSC to rerun the PIA procedure.
Eastman Kodak Company accanodated this request on October 21, 1969.
The procedure used was referred to as the Delta PIA.

On October 22, 1969,

NASA confirmed the film integrity using the Delta PIA test strip.

]
J
J

J
]

]
1
J
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SECTION XIV
CHANGES
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Final Technical Report
Changes

In a procurement effort suoh as the ALSCC program there is not much
opportunity for change.

Those whioh did occur were expeditiously

i mplemented after agreement between Kodak and MSC.
CONCEPT
The NAS-9-9094 Technical Specification did not define a discrete
configuration nor did it establish functional sequences.
of

The philosophy

the specification keynoted stmplieity of operation, minimUm weight,

maximum performance and maximum reliability considerations.

1

]

Kodak's

original design followed these parameters, perhaps to the exclusion of
human factors considerations, which were later determined to be
exceedingly important.
The shape of the originally proposed configuration was round for
ease of maohining - this was changed because of human factors reasons.
Several handles were proposed - long, short, bent, articulated the one finally decided upon resulted from the second mock

up

submission

test.
The ALSCC as originally designed used a timirig motor to drive and
sequence all elements of the design o This concept required a delay of

]

from one to one and a. half seconds between trigger pull and flash
initiation - this delay was not satisfactory from a human factors point

-2l..U-

of view.

The change, however, required approximately four times more

electrical components which

incl~ded

a solenoid relay, a solenoid

and a latching relay - more cost and more complexity.
OPTICAL CONFIGURATION
First optical configuration narrowed down to a choice of two
or three times reduction using either a

46mm

prior to the concept review demonstrated the
to be the optimum system.

or 63mm lens.

Tests made

46mm lens at 3•1 reduction

Technical personnel at NASA MSC agreed

with Kodak's position.
FLASH ILLUMINATOR
Kodak developed a brute force flash illuminator system which
was s atisfactory for the

AL~CC.

The design was, however, quite heavy

in battery consumption because of its inherently low efficiency.

It was decided to go to a more efficient subcontractor's design.

J

The decision was technically wise but quite costly in the overall ALSCC
procurement.
VIBRATION ENVIROW.tENT

\

One of the most significant changes in the specifications
was in the area of vibration environment.

J
J

Originally, and for the

estimate and early planning, the basic LEM environment document was
used for ALSCC vibration environmental criteria.

When the interface

document was finally prepared by Grumman and transmitted to Kodak, the
vibrational levels were almost an order of magnitude higher than the
LEM document values.

Values were ultimately reduced to a more acceptable

level - the correctness of this action has been verified by a
successful mission for Flight unit #1.
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SPECIAL TRAINING UNIT
A special training unit was a.dded to the procurement for use

by astronauts at earth gravity.
PROTnTYPES #3 AND #4 DELETION
Prototypes 1/J and 14 were deleted from the production schedule
when it was determined that Kodak would meet launch schedules with

l
1

flight hardware .
TRAVEL AND BRIEFING ADJUSTMENTS
Allowances were made by MSC for the many additional trips_to
support briefings at both KSC and MSC.

Many of these were not known

to be Apollo program requirements at the time of contract definition.
HANDLE TILT AND SKIRT MODIFICATION
The handle of the ALSCC was modified so that it would tilt
down 12• from the horizontal.

This action was taken at the request of

the astronauts on Apollo Mission 11.

The skirt of the ALSCC was also

changed to provide more flange area when setting the unit down on the
lunar surface.

1

DUST CAP
When it was determined that Apollo 12 was scheduled to photograph
with the ALSCC on the second EVA, analysis showed that the camera should
be removed during the first EVA and set in the open, down sun from the
LEM.

It was therefore lodalc'• recommendation that a protective dust

cap be added to all units.

A cap which is

auto~atioally

ejected when

the ALSCC is deployed for photography was designed and retrofitted
to· all flight and training models.

J

j
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PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

A change of little consequence to hardware, bot, which
has scme effect upon contractual agreements, is the delay of the
Apollo 13 Mission to March or April.

NAS-9-9094 period 0f performance

is "not later than January 2, 1970't.

The delivery of hardware and

software
The

w1)l be

culminated 6n or about November

14, 1969.

EVA for Apollo 12 will be supported at Houston on ·November 19, 1969.

No personnel will be maintained after that date for ALSCC effort
unless specifically requested by MSC.

j
)
)
J
.J

j

J
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SECTION XV
SUMMARY
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Final Technical Report
Summary

It is believed that the ALSCC program can be consider$d satisfactory
from the technical, performance, schedule and cost points of view.

Although all specifications were met, some features were requested
by MSC which were not incorporated or in which a substitute means of
accomplishment was employed.
indicator.

One item in this category is the thenna.l

Unless a remote electronic measuring and indicating device

is used the complication of measuring temperature far outweighed the
value of the measurement.

A compromise was reached which included the

use of ••Thenno ?1arkers" on the cassettes to indicate maXimum temperature
reached.
An indicator to detennine film movement was requested.

An instrumentation light indicating active camera cycle was used instead.
The light only indicates whether the motor is turned on and when its
drive and cycle time ta complete.

The light does not indicate film movement.

To verify design concepts, breadboards were fabricated end
testing in simulated use environments for the drive, shutter, clutch,

J

cutter, cassette and coiled spring applications.
Redesign of the basic drive mechanism and shutter trip mechanism
was required after the concept review. · In spite of this loss of time,
subsequent schedules were met.
The entire procurement effort was affected by the lack of thermal
and mission time line infonnation.

It is unfortunate that circumstances

were not such that thermal and time line information were available
at the inception of the design.
I

Concurrent with the loading of the

AISCC in the LEl1 pallet for Apollo 12, new time lines and new thennal
environmental criteria were being supplied Kodak for comment on ALSCC
performance capabilities.
upon 1967 data.

Specification thermal parameters were based

Later queries have been based upon

1965 lunar data.

As Kodak does not have the background to support either set of data, it
is not possible to judge its validity.

It is believed that if future

missions are run near nominal or with reasonable departures fran nominal,

]

no thermally induced problems will occur.
During the conduct of the ALSCC effort several management
meetings were held.

These meetings were informal and presented all data

to MSC available at a particular date.

They were, by mutual Kodak-MSC

agreement, undocumented except for copies of viewgraphs and copies of
any other desired data being given to MSC representatives.

1

It should be mentioned that both the Human Factors and Quality
Assurance and Reliability areas at MSC were extremely cooperative in
resolution of questions and problem areas.
MSC directed an ALSCC thermal test at the NASA

~fuite

Sands

facilities which extended the operational temperature ranges of Kodak's
qualification test.
visitations.

Kodak supported this test by three different

It was Kodak's opinion that all data obtained by this test

could be obtained in a far less cosUy manner.

J

l

by the fact that the test results obtai.ned had all been predicted.
should be pointed out however, that the White Sands facilities and
personnel performed an outstanding job in their conduct of the test.

J

]
J

1bie position was verified
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One change conducted on a panic basis was that to the skirt
deployment lanyards.

The lanyards were altered to present a protruding tab

to assist the astronaut in skirt deployment.

This change was made at

the request of astronaut Armstrong when the ALSCC was being readied for
stowage in the LEM

5 for the Apollo ll mission. All flight and training

models were also retrofitted with this change.
The ALSCC did not fall within band limits at two frequencies in
the EM! noise tests.

The out of band response was only a few decibels

above tolerance and the deviation was acceptable to MSC Reliability.
The original author of the science experiment for which the
AI.SCC was intended was Hr. Thomas Gold o! Cornell University.

Even though

Mr. Gold had no official capacity in the ALSCC procurement, he had an

open invitation at the Eastman Kodak Company to observe progress at all
times.

He was specifically invited to several meetings and was also

supplied with detail information pertinent to the ALSCC.
Ithaca was made to permit

J

1
1

prototype.
~!r.

A trip to

r1r. Gold to photograph samples with the ALSCC

A simulated moon dust skirt contamination test was run w1 th

Gold's coopera.t ion at Cornell.
Kodak prepared and has used a. oolor and calibration chart during

the launch readiness procedures.

The calibration chart was loaned to the

MSC Photographic Laboratory to serve as a standard during lunar photograph
processing and printing operations.
One successful lunar photographic mission has been performed with
ALSCC Flight Model #1.

Modifications -were made to the ALSCC design as

a result of the Apollo 11 astronaute comments. .

All existing ALSCC are

of the same modified configuration resulting from these changes, including
the training models.

1
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